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ANNOTATION
Many materials used in machine building display anisotropy, i.e.,
dependence of mechanical properties on the orientation of forces with
respect to the structural pattern. froj&gUrs worked metals and alloys,
plastics reinforced with fibers, filaments or cloth (fiberglass plas-
tics,ttextolites) and laminated wood plastics are such materials.
The results of experimental studi-:s of the anisotropy of the
elastic properties and strength of various structural materials are
collected and classified in the book. One of the most important ques-
tions of the strength of materials, strength criteria under complex
stresses, is considered as applied to anisotropic materials.
.i
The book is intended
investigators working in t
other fields which require
mechanical properties of
for design engineers, technologists and
he field of machine building, as well as in
increased knowledge of the strength and
structural materials.
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FOREWORD
As a result of the development of modern technology, the parameters_
of machines have increased and, therefore, the mechanical propertgoo
and especially the strength of structural material requirements have
been increased. Obtaining high strength materials is connected with
the order of their micro- and macrostructures. Such materials include
oriented films of crystalline polymers, polymers reinforced with fiber-
glass cloth, paper or wood veneer, and crystal fiber reinforced metals
Cl, 2).
The mechanical properties cf these materials differ in different
structural directions, i.e., the materials are anisotropic.
This monograph is an attempt to correlate data from study of the
anisotropy of materials of various physical natures, based on a unified
phenomenological approach. This leads to some practical conclusions,
which are important in the design of machine	 and in development
of their production technology.
In mechanics, the hypothesis of a uniform, continuous medium,
which is the basis of the classical theory of elasticity and the the-
ories of plasticity and creep, is widely applied 4'.n mechanics. In this
work, this hypothesis is used in discussion of both plastic properties
and strength of anisotropic materials. In this case, the physical as-
pects of the failure of anisotropic substances are not considered. This
(phenomenological) approach to questions of the strength of anisotropic
__solids l (including solids of nonhomogeneous structure) is similar to
the standard consideration of polycrystalline steel as a uniform, con-
tinuous, isotropic medium.
The results of study of the principles of change in strength of
anisotropic materials of varied physical nature as a function of the
orientation of the main stresses to the axes of structural symmetry of
the material are presented in this work. Here, data of the correspond-
ing experiments to determine the mechanical property characteristics,
tests of variously oriented samples of anisotropic materials as a whole,
are used, whether they are rolled metal alloys or such composite hetero-
geneous materials as fiberglasp.
In principle, another approach is possible. It is the study of
mechanical propertieB of a material as a function of the properties of
its component structural elements (for example, in fiberglass the binder
and glass fibers separately). The experiment then has to be set up
differently.
Both approaches have their problems and their fields of use. The
second approach is not considered in this work, since the physical
nature of the failure of anisotropic substances is not considered.
1See also [52].
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It is important to designers and technologists working in the field
of machine building to know how to estimate the strength of a finished
part from the res-ilts of mechanical tests of samples of the structural
material, precisely what types of tests are necessary for anisotropic
materials, and how to test the effect of the anisotropy of a material
on the strength of the part.
To estimate the strength of an isotropic material, it is sufficient
to determine one strength characteristic, by which the permissible stress
is selected but, for anisotropic materials, an entire set of mechanical
strength characteristics is necessary. These characteristics are de-
termined e y pericrentally, with varied orientation of the external forces
to the structural patterns in the material (for example, to the direc-
tion of rolling of a metal sheet or to the direction of preferred place-
ment of the fibers in fiberglass). Determination of the required number
of characteristics and of those properties by which the anisotropy sys-
tem of the material differs is one of the basic tasks of this book.
In the first chapter, the selection of an anisotropy calculation
scheme is substantiated for the materials most used in machine build-
ing, and data are presented on the elastic properties of bodies of
varied elastic symmetry. As one of the most important applications of
this theory, the features of strain gauge determit ,.-,lon of stresses in
parts made of anisotropic materials are discussed in Secticn 12.
Theories of strength or criteria of equally dangerous stresses are
among the most controversial and, at the same time, important problems
of the strength of materials, and it is further complicated for
anisotropic bodies. The second chapter deals with this problem. In it,
two phenomenological criteria of equally dangerous stresses are pro-
posed. The 'Irst criterion is a correlation of plasticity conditions,
formulated for crystals by F. Mlses in 1928. The second criterion
differs from the first in higher fourth order terms but, in cases of
practical importance, it results in simpler and more convenient for-
mulas, which have been experimentally confirmed for a broader class of
materials.
In the third chapter, experimental data on the anisotropy character-
istics of the strength of metals and nonmetallic materials, in single
static (machine) loading and under dynamic loads, are rorrelatee. These
data were processed in accordance with the theoretical assum'^tions of
Chapter .1 and the requirements of engineering calculations of the
strength of anisotropic materials.
One of the most important conclusions for the practice is the in-
adriissibility of estimating the anisotropy of a sheet material, based
only on study of its properties in two mutually perpendicular directions,
longitudinal and transverse. In many cases, the diagonal direction is
most characteristic. In order to be sure of the lack of anisotropy,
the properties of sheet material must be investigated in these three
directions.
Anisotropy can develop in machine parts as a result of a certain
production technology. Anisotropy of metal parts cut after pressure
working can turn out to be especially hazardous. The design of critical
IV
parts without taking into account the development of anisotropy in them
for some reason can lead to serious errors. More than that, testing of
variously oriented samples cut from a finished part to estimate its
degree of anisotropy i. difficult practically. Nondestructive methods,
the so called pulse method in particular, can be used to monitor the
degree of anisotropy of the material of a finished part. The features
of this application are explained briefly in Section 12.
The methods of application of nondestructive methods to a more
detailed estimation of the elastic properties and strength of aniso-
tropic materials are not considered in this book.
The book is intended for persons with mathematical training in a
higher technical school. It has no detailed presentation of mathematical
conclusions, and the principal attention is given to explanation of the
method of use of all the formulas presented. Derivation of the formulas
can be found in books listed in the references.
The author thanks honored scientist and engineer Prof. V.A. Gastev
and Prof. Ya.B. Fridman, for valuable advice on the basic conclusions
of the book.
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ANISOTROPY OF MACHINE BUILDING MATERIALS
Ye.K. Ashkenazi
CHAPTER 1. SYMMETRY OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES
1. Anisotropy Calculation Schemes
Anisotropy arises in materials, in connection with the primary
	 /7*
orientations of their structural elements. In ferrous and nonferrous
metal products, such orientation usually is a result of pressure work-
ing but, in structural plastics, it is due to the oriented arrangement
of the reinforcing fibers.
Crystals, which have diverse forms of symmetry, aMe distinguished
by considerable anisotropy of all properties. Therefore, great prog-
ress in study of the symmetry of physical properties and structure of
anisotropic bodies has been made in crystal physics. The science of
symmetry, extensively used in crystal physics, can be applied in the
mechanics of anisotropic materials, finding new possibilities for study
of the mechanical properties of anisotropic bodies and for correlation
c test results.
The symmetry of crystals is due to their regular internal structure.
Therefore, both the shape and properties of crystals are symmetrical.
Symmetry of the mechanical properties usually is attributed to a con-
tinuous medium, in which different structural directions are not equiv-
alent, and the structure can be considered uniform.
A change in the characteristics of any property as a function of
direction and its symmetry can be studied, by analysis of the symmetry
of a geometric figure which represents this change.
From an arbitrary coordinate origin, we plot radius vectors which
represent the magnitude of some mechanical characteristic of the ma-
terial in the corresponding direction. The resulting geometric figure
represents the change of the characteristic under consideration as a
function of the direction of the force in the material. As an example,
the figure of the change in modulus of elasticity of resonant spruce
timber, plotted from the data of [3), is shown in Fig. 1. The x, y and
z axes are coincident with the three axes of structural symmetry of the
timber: z with the fiber direction, x with the radial and y with the
tangential directions.
A figure which can be coincident with itself as it rotates around
the axis of symmetry or when it is reflected in the plane of symmetry, /8
i.e., by the so called symmetrical transformations, customarily is
Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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YFig. 1. Three
dimensional fig-
ure of anisotropy
of modulus of
elasticity E of
resonant spruce
wood.
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called symmetrical. If rotation of the figure
Aitselff is replaced by rotation of the coorinate
axes system, the symmetrical transformation can be
represented mathematically as the change in the
characteristic under consideration upon rotation
of the coordinate axes.
The properties of anisotropic solids which
have symmetry in the sense indicated above can
be characterized quantitatively by mathematical
quantities, the transformation of which upon ro-
tation of the coordinate axes will occur accord-
ing to specific linear relationships. In this
cafe, quantities which are transformed by differ-
ent relationships but have common characteristic
features can correspond to different properties
of the same medium.
Let a symmetrical figure which represents
a characteristic of the properties of a material
be placed in a rectangular x, y, z coordinate
system, the origin of which coincides with the
center of this figure. We replace the old x, y,
z coordinate system with a new one (also rectan-.-
gular), x', y', z', with the coordinate origin
left in place. In this case, the coordinate axes
rotate, but the figure itself remains stationary.
We consider the mutual location of the figure
and the coordinate system. Rotation of the axes gives the same results
as rotation of the figure itself with the coordinate system stationary.
Transformation of the coordinates of points of the figure is de-
termined by the angles between the old and new axes. Not the angles
themselves, but their cosines usually are given. They are designated
by the letter C with two subscripts, the first of which corresponds to
the number of the new axis and the second, to the number of the old
axis- 1 For example:
C13 a
 cos(}:', Z).
The angles between the positive directions of the axes can change
from 0 to 180 0 , i.e., each value of the cosine unambiguously defines
an angle. The complete system (matrix) of the cosine in rotation of
the axes is given in Table 1.
The known relationships between the cosines in Table 1 flow from
the conditions of mutual perpendicularity of the axes in the rectangular
coordinate system:
1Subscripts i ar.0 k successively take the values 1, 2 and 3, in which
the first is considered here to be the x axis, the second the y and the
third the z.
1. The sum of the squares of the cosines in one line or in one /9
columc. is one; for example:
Ch+0.21+CI^^ 1
(first column);
C?, + C? 
—, G=, 1
(second line);
2. The sum of the products of cosines of the same group in
two different lines or in two different columns is zero; for example:
C11C12+C21C22+C31C32 = 0
(first two columns);
C11`'31+C12C3`+C1 3C33 a 0
(lines one and three).
TABLE 1. DIRECTING COSINES
+ N t
Cll Cl: C 13
Y' C:1 Cn C„
j Cn Cas C23
The formulas for linear transformation of the coordinates of points
of a figure can contain the products of two, three or a larger number
of cosines, depending on the nature of the figure representing given
properties of the material, th5 nature of these properties or, in other
words, the order of the tensor which corresponds to the property of the
anisotropic material under consideration.
The symmetries of such quantities as stress and elastic deformation
at a point in any continuum correspond to transformation of components
of a second order tensor in rotation of a rectangular coordinate system.
This transformation is reduced to summation of products which contain
multiples of two cosines of the angles of rotation of the coordinate
axes. The elastic constants of anisotropic media are components of a
fourth order tensor in t ►.:ree d!mensional space, and their transformation
s
upon rotation of the coordinates axes requires summation of the products
Tensors are mathematical quantities wh!.ch transform according to specific
linear relationships upon rotation of the coordinate axes, and which have
a series of properties common to all these quantities. For more detail,
see I.Ye. Taranov and A.I. Borisenko, Vektor analiz i nachalo tenzorno o
ischisleni a [Vector Analysis and the Bas1s of ensor Calculus],
ysshaya Shkolar Fress, Moscow, 19F3, or A.J. MacConnel, Vvedeni e V
tenzornyyanaliz [Introduction to Tensor Analysi3], Fizmatg z Fress,
Moscow, 1963.
^r
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twhich contain multiples of four cosines of the angles of rotation of the
axes.
Tensors which describe properties of an anisotropic body (for ex-
ample, the elastic constant tensor) and tensors, the symmetry of whirr
is independent of the properties of the body (for example, the stress
tensor) should be differentiated.
Stress can be isotropic, for example, in the case of hydrostatic
pressure. If a body is isotropic, elastic deformations under this	 /10
stress will be the same in all directions (elastic decrease in volume
with constant shape). In an anisotropic body subjected to all round
compression, the decrease in dimensions in different directions will
not be the same. Therefore, the shape of the body changes.
In anisotropic materials in general, normal stresses in an arbitrary
direction cause both linear and angular deformations and, in turn, tan-
gential stresses can be the cause of both angular and linear deforma-
tions. It follows from this that the lack of change in angle between
two mutually perpendicular surfaces does not mean the absence of tan-
gential stresses on these surfaces, i.e., the direction of the main
deformations in anisotropic materials does not coincide with the direc-
tion of the main stresses. This was shown by M.F. nkatov as long ago
as 1865. He noted that the axis of an ellipsoid of deformation coincides
with the axes of the stress ellipsoid in an anisotropic material, only
in the event the main stresses act along the axes of elastic symmetry
of the material. With any other orientation, these ellipsoids are not
coaxial.
Before atudying the mechanical properties of a material, the cal-
culation scheme of its anisotropy must be established.
The basic assumption introduced in consideration of all mechanical
properties of an anisotropic material is that, instead of an actual,
usually highly nonuniform material, some idealized, continuous, uniforra
medium is considered, which has symmetry of structure and symmetry of
properties. The characteristics of the properties are determined ex-
perimentally on samples of the actual material, but the number of re-
quired characteristics is determined, according to the assume4'. symmetry
of the medium (anisotropy calculation scheme).
Materials mr 3t often are found in industry to which, with a suf-
ficient degree of accuracy, the presence of three mutually perpendicular
planes of symmetry of mechanical properties can be assigned in each
unit volume. Such materials are called orthotropic or orthogonally
anisotropic, and the axes of mutual intersection of the planes of
symmetry are called the prL%,,*N,pal axes of symmetry of the properties
of the material.
In crystal physics, the ,:onnection between the symmetry of the
crystal and the symmetry of physical properties is considered, on the
basis that the symmetry of a physical property should be higher than
the symmetry of the crystal .(Heyman principle).
4
In 19 44 , V.L. German proved the following theorem, which generalizes
the Neyman principie to the case of continuous anisotropic media: "If
a medium has an axis of structural symmetry of order n, it is axially
isotropic relative to this axis for all physical properties, the char- /11
acteristics of which are determined by tensors of order r, if r is less
than n (ran). Thus, for example, for elastic properties (r-4), with a
fifth order axis of symmetry3 (n-5), the plane perpendicular to this
axis will be the plane of isotropy."
This theorem has an Important practical application in analysis of
the symmetry of properties of multilayer materials composed of orth o-
tropic layers, for example, wood veneer or laminated fiberglas- . ' t-et.
All directions in the plane of a sheet of sucn a material will :2	 • -;iv-
alent to each other with respect to elastic properties, if the t
between the direction of the fibers in adjacent layers is leis than ?O.
Thus, for example, in a laminated material in which the angle between
the fibers in adjacent layers is 60 or 45 0 , all directions in the plane
of the sheet should be equivalent to each other. 7n this case, the
plane of the sneer is the plane of isotropy, and the axis perpendicular
to it is an axis of symmetry of infinite order. Such a material cus-
tomarily is called transversely (axially) isotropic or transtropic.
Such laminated transversely isotropic materials Include, for example,
sheets made of wood veneer or laminated fiberglass, in which the direc-
tion of the fibers in adjacent layers are rotated with respect to each
other by some uniform angle. In tW.s case, the laminated material as
a whole has a star structure. The fibers in fiberglass plastic sheets
are oriented in three directions at angle a-CO O to each other. F-60
aviation plywood is such a material [4]. DSP-G laminated wood plastic,
In which the fib s.- directions in adjacent layers of the veneer are at
angle a-30°, is widely used for the production of gears, bushinFs,
friction pulleys and cthe y parts [5].
Laminated wood chip board with oriented fibers in the layers,
sometimes also have a star structure with a'60°. Keylwerth [6] found
that the modulus of shear and strength of such sheets under pure shear
proves to be highc-^ than that of sheets with the same fiber orientation
t hroughc 1t .
The aniostropy calculation scheme of laminated sheet material which
consists o: an odd number of layers is determined by the fiber structure
of the separate layers and their mutual layout.
Sheet material is transversely isotropic, if all the directions in
the plane of the sheet are equivalent and, therefore, the plane of the
sheet is the plate of isotropy.
The plane of a sheet of laminated material can be the plane of iso- 112
3A fifth order axis of symmetry `s that axis, around which it is sufficient
to turn a figure by one fifth of the circumference, i.e., by angle ao-
2*/5=72 0 , to obtain complete coincidence of all points of the figure with
their initial positions.
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tropy is two cas^s:
I. if the layers are isotropic; then, the anisotropy of the
material is determined only by the difference between its properties in
the plane of the s,;eot and its properties in the direction perpendicular
to the plane of the sheet; the direction perpendicular to the layers
usually is weaker (under tension), because of the effect of the binder
(the adha zive layers between the Layers);
2. if the layers are anisotropic, but are rotated relative
to each other, so that the whole sheet has an axis of symmetry of Rt
least fifth order.
In laminated fiberglass production, cases of
nonorthogonal stacking of the layers are known, in
which the axis perpendicular to the plane of the
sheet cannot be considered an axis of symmetry of
infinite order. This results when the fibers are
placed in two directions (x', and x',, Fip. 2) in
the plane of the sheet, so that the angles between
these directions are not equal (2y#B). If the
fibers are placed parallel to the x' 1 and x' 2 axes,
the axes of syrmetry are the x 1 and x 2 axes, in
which the x, axis is a bisector of angle B and the
x  axis is a bisector of angle 2y. Such a material
can be considered orthogonally anisotropic (orthc-
tropic), if the layers with the fiber;- placed in
the x' 1 and x' 2 directions are correctly alternated.
In this case, the planes of symmetry are the mid-
plane of the sheet and the two planes perpendicular
to the first, containin g the x  and x 2 axes.
.y
Fig. 2. Fiber
directions x'l
and x 1 2 with non-
orthogonal place-
ment.
Considerable anisotropy of mechanical properties occurs in crystal
polymers criented by prestretching. The development of "necks" in
stretching crystal polymer samples is a phase transforr.aticn of un-
favorably oriented crystal microformations to favorable orientations
to the force field [7]. New samples cut from stretched necks display
strong anisotropy. Upon stretching in the direction coincident with
the direction of the initial stretching, deformation of the sample
proves to be small, and the strength is increased. Samples cut trans-
verse (to the initial stretching) display great deformability and low
strength.
The orderingof polymer structures during their orientation leads
to anisotropy of mechanical properties of both a quantitative and a 	 /Ll
qualitative nature. In stretching along the direction of orientation,
the strength is determined by the strengths of the chemical bonds in
the chain molecules, which are more or less parallel and uniform In
this case. Luring stretching in the transverse direction, the strength
of an oriented polymer is determined only by the strengths of the
Intermolecular reactions, and these strengths are considerably less than
the other [7]. in this case, the orthogonal anisotropy calculation
i
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scheme evidently can be used in films.
In wood structure components, the anisotropy calculation scheme is
determined by the shape, dimensions and position of the cross sections
with respect to the wood structure components. With sufficiently large
cross sections and without their correct orientation to the annual rings
(planks, beams, strips), the direction of the wood fibers can be con-
sidered the axis of symmetry of its structure, and the plane perpen-
dicular to this axis to be the plane of isotropy of all its properties
[3].
In application of the hypothesis of orthogonal anisotropy to unit
volumr:s of wood, it is better to conform to its structure. This hypoth-
esis corresponds to the results of testing "small, clean" samples
(GOST [All-Union State Standard] 11483-65 to 11499
-65), and it is based
on the assumption of the existence of three planes of symmetry in the
unit volume of wood.
Strong anisotropy is characteristic of all kinds of woos. Its
moduli of elasticity along and across the fibers differ by nearly 20
times and the strengths, by 40 times. Wood derivative n^Aerials are
anistropic: plywood, laminated wood plastics (PSP-B, M. -V).
In the works of V.A. Kargin [8] and J. Bernal [1], the thought is
developed of the necessity of studying the art of reinforcing structural
materials in nature. Wood and bone are two reinforced anisotropic ma-
terials which, during natural selection, turned out to be adapted by
nature for the best resistance to mechanical loads. In this sense,
study of the strength of wood acquires new importance, and it becomes
a kind of problem of bionics in the development of high strength, re-
inforced structural materials.
High strength fiberglass reinforced plastics are being usBd.mo and
more extensively in industry. In the case of reinforcing with un,91
	 -
recti—i l fiberglass (or spun fiberglass), their anisotropy proves to
be extremely great (SVAM, STER, AG-4S, etc.), especially in producing
items by winding. Fiberglass reinforced laminates can be classified as
anisotropic substances, if their mechanical characteristics are determined
by testing samples of the reinforced material.
Another approach to reinforcing with plastics is possible [9]. The
conce!,t of fiberglass laminates as an essentiall y heterogeneous com- 	 /14
pos=te material leads to the necessity for separate mechanical testing
of specimens of the binder and reinforcing fibers. In this case, some
cases of their combined performance in a material, depending on the
fiberglass plastic production tech:ology, remain outside the field of
view of the investigator. Thus, for example, it is known that the
strength of laminated plastics depends on the order of alternation of
the layers, and not only on their number and orientation. It is easy
to discover such a dependence, by determining the characteristics from
testing samples of the laminated material. It is not possible to
calculate the mechanical characteristics on the basis of analysis of
the combined performance: of the fiber and binder, as it is not possible
to study the effect of other technological factors on the strength of
laminated fiberglass.and wood materials.
The anisotropy of the mechanical properties of steel frequently is
a consequence of the primary orientation of the crystals after plastic
deformation (drawing, rolling or other pressure working). In this
case, the assumption of anisotropy of the mechanical properties of
steel corresponds better to reality than the conventional assumption,
which considers steel as a quasiisotropic material. Many nonferrous
metals and alloys also have mechanical property anisotropy. As a rule_,
metals are considerably less anisotropic than fiber glass-laminates Or
wood. Besides, cases of failure of metal parts are known, the cause of
which is the anisotropy of the metal, which was not taken into account
by the designer (101.
Analysis of metal flow during pressure working (rolling, extrusion,
drawing) permits the proposal that symmetry of the mechanical properties
of semifinished metal products of simple geometric shape is close to
the symmetry of orthotropic substances, which have three mutually per-
pendicular planes of symmetry of the properties at each point. In this
sense, the anisotropy of pressure worked metals can be considered by
the same methods as the anisotropy of wood in small volumes.
As early as the work of V.P. Yermakov (1871), it was shown that
"iron wire drawn through a wire drawing die" can be classified as a
transverse isotropic substance. The concept of transverse isotropic
substances and the name itself in the Russian language evidently was
first introduced by Yermakov.
In pressure working intermediate products of cylindrical shape with
a circular cross section, the plane perpendicular to the direction of
the cylinder generatrix can be considered the plane of isotropy. In
this case, the metal is classified as a transverse isotropic substance.
In rolling sheet metal, its properties in two directions perpendicular
to the rolling direction differ quite highly.
The statistical data presented in [12, 881, on factory monitoring 	 /15
of massive shapes made of pressure worked light alloys, have shown a
32 and 4 11% decrease in strength in the directions of the thickness and
the width of the product, respectively, compared with the longitudinal
direction. In this case, the orthogonal anisotropy scheme is suitable
for description of the symmetries of the properties of the material of
pressure worked products.
In parts of more complicated configurations, after pressure working;
an unusual texture develops, in which the orthogonal anisotropy scheme
can only be applied to unit volumes of the material, and the entire
part has curvilinear anisotropy. A graphic example of curvilinear
(cylindrical) anisotropy is the wood in a straight grain trunk.
Study of turbine wheels [111 made by forging or stamping has shown
that their material is anisotropic after heat treatment. The cylindrical
anisotropy calculation scheme apparently corresponds most closely to
reality in this case.
Cases in which, besides anisotro py, considerable nonuniformity of
the mechancial properties develops should be specially considered.
8
Thus, for example, forged metal products with a nonuniform degree of
deformation can be distinguished by considerable heterogeneity. In this
case, uniformly oriented specimens cut from various places in the item
differ more strongly in their properties than differently oriented
samples cut from one place.R 
In this work, the anisotropy of materials is considered only in
those cases when their nonuniformity is negligible.
	
I,	 2. Elastic Constants
Test data permit all structural materials to be considered elastic
and subject to Hooke's law, within certain limits. Hooke's law, i.e.,
the law of linear elasticity, can be considered a consequence of the
simplest hypothesis that the elastic potential is a quadratic function
of the stress components.
The first experimental study of the elastic properties of aniso-
tropic substances (crystals) was that of V. Foykht [14], whose tests
confirmed the law of linear elasticity for crystals.
For an anisotropic substance, Hooke's law can be written in the
following abbreviated form:
ea = ClOnOlms
(1)
where subscripts i, k, R and m have the values 1, 2 and 3 in succession; /16 1
Eik is the relative deformation, linear with 1=k and angular with
i#k;
v im is the stress, normal with i=k and tangential with ilk (for
example, with Z-1, m=1, a ll designates normal stress in the direc-
tion of the first axis of symmetry of the material, i.e., the x
axis and, with R =2 and m=2, a22 designates the same along the y
axis);
	
`	 cikim are the elastic constants which characterize the materials
and are determined experimentally.
It is assumed that, in Eq. (1), summation over the subscript found
twice on the right side of the equation, i.e., over subscripts t and m,
is carried out. In the abbreviated form, the summation symbol is
omitted. If Eq. (1) is written with the summation symbols, it takes
this form:
3 r •; J
!=1 i.=1
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For a detailed expression for calculations from Eq. (1), for
example, the relative elongation along the x axis, i-k-1 must be assumed.
The following results in the general case of an anisotropic material:
ell ` CI111Q11 	 Cill_Q1: — C1 1 13Q l3	 Cllgl Q : 1 -
 C11 'Qq2 "-
+ C11;3Q:3 i CI13IC131	 C313:Q33 ' C1133QJ3 •
	( )
In the general case of an anisotropic material, the values of 81
elastic constants CikZm' which form a so called fourth order tensor,
are used in calculation of all deformations. A fourth order tensor is
a set of values (component) which, in rotation of the coor3lnate axes,
change by the following linear relationship, which contains the product
of four cosines of the angles between the new and old directions of the
axes as mum,,, 1.iers:
Ci•3.1•m• = CiklmCi'jCk'*Cj*jCm.m• (3)
Eq. (3) permits calculation of the constants for randomly oriented
directions in the material (new coordinate axes), if their values are
known for some specific directions (old coordinate axes). Eq. (3) is
written in abbreviated form, which assumes summation over all the sub-
scripts found twice on the right side. All the subscripts have the
values 1, 2 and 3 in turn. The letters C designate the cosines of the
angles between the old and new rectangular Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, in accordance with Table 1.
We consider an orthotropic material, in which there are three
mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry of the elastic properties.
In indication of the elastic constant tensor components in the	 /17
planes of symmetry, their values should not change since, for two direc-
tions uniformly inclined to the planes of symmetry, the elastic prop-
erties of an orthotropic material should be the same. Mathematically,
this indication is equivalent to transformation of the coordinates by
one of the three directing cosine matrices presented in Table 2 (the
general designation is presented in Table 1). It is assumed that the
plane of symmetry (in matrix I) is the xz plane, 4 the xy plane in matrix
II and the yz plane in matrix III.
The existence of three planes of symmetry (orthogonal anisotropy of
the material) requires that the values of the components not change,
in c-der to substitute consines C from matrices I, II and III in Eq.
(3). This condition can be satisfied, only by transformation of those
initial components 
ciktm' in which either all four subscripts are equal
to each other or they are equal in pairs. Actually, if, for example,
This matrix corresponds to reversing the direction of the y axis alone:
C22^cos(Y1; Y)--1.
10
TABLE 2. DIRECTING COSINES
^larprna 1 I ^^rna 1! Ma^Kna III
^	 I
x^	
.y^ t ( s iy t
'	 I	 ,
X'111 00 x' 1 0^ 0,A'-1.0;0
	
y' 0 !-1 0; y' ? ^ l ' 01 y 	 0 , 1 0
t0 01^t''010-1 t'. 001
Key: a. matrix
component 
c1123 is incl.udz.,d on the right side of Eq. (3), with
i'-k'-1, V-2 and m'-3, the corresponding term will have the following
product of the cosines as the multiplier: C211C22C33' This, when
indicated in the xy plane of symmetry, i.e., C 11= 1, C 22 =1 and C33--1,
leads tc a change in sign of this term and to a change in the values of
all components but, according to the condition of symmetry of the com-
ponents, they should not change in such a transformation. Consequently,
in the x, y and z axes of symmetry (principal axis), component c1123
should equal zero. In transformation of those components in which the
subscripts are equal by pairs, negative one is included in the square,
the sign of the term does not change, and the condition of symmetry is
satisfied. Therefore, only those components the subscripts of which
are at least equal by pairs, i.e., a total of 21 components, can be on
nonzero initial (principal) axes.
Since this equality follows from the equilibrium condition:
c 12"" 21' v1331 and v 23
.'a 321
it happens that elastic constant tensor c iki m does not change upon
transposition of the subscripts, i.e., that
Clikk = Ckkli;	 '	 ( )
C(kik — Ckik! = CON = Ckl lk'
As a result, the elastic constant tensor in the principal x, y 	 /18
and z axes of symmetry of an orthotropic substance has nine independent
elastic constants, and it can be written in a form; (Table 3), in which
the following conventional symbols of the technical elastic constants
are introduced:
11	 ^
01111 s Er
1
04111 EY :
1
03333 
= E:
14c1111= (iry :
4c
_s_a =
4c3131 = Grr
PIP _	 1111.
zC11. = — EX — — Ey
PvrIl±r ,
0::33 = _ E„ _ _ Er
urr __	 Prr
03311 = — Er	 EX
where E is the tensile or compressive modulus of elasticity in the
direction of the axis specified in the subscript;
G is the modulus of shear as a result of tangential stresses
on areas parallel to one and perpendicular to another of the
axes specified in the subscript;
U is the coefficient of transverse deformation in the direction
of the first of the axes specified in the subscript, as a re-
sult of normal stresses in the direction of the second axis.
TABLE 3. TECHNICAL ELASTIC CONSTANTS IN XYZ AXES OF
SYMMETRY OF ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL
11	 i
1
:, 33	 ^ 12	
I
23 ^ 31
l l
Er	 + iE^ t IE^^
0 0
I
0
.,
f J 0E,,
Eu,
33	 _ lira
—! 1 0 0	 1 0
Erl E:: Er
13± 0 0+ 0	 1 0 0
23' 0
f
O
I
O +
I
U	 _I
I V^r'
0
31 1
_
0	 i 0	 i 0 0 0
(J!
(6)
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Thus, if the x, y and z axes are the axes of symmetry of an ortho-
tropic material, the following should be placed in Eq. (2)
a1113'cll21=cll23'cll31;cll32`0
Then, Eq. (2) takes the following form
ell `C1111011 ♦c1122022♦c1133a33:
With Eq. (5) and (6) taken into account, together with Eq. (1),
we obtain
Oi	 µ .
	
Nu
ty = 14P Qj
 + _ AP—m- Qs;
e, . — N'—' v ---!!Y—a	 0,Ex c Ey Qy + E_ ,
^"
Tr
Yxy =  +L
t
(7)
,'	 Tu
1iX
Utz
To determine the relative linear deformation in the direction of /19
an axis randomly oriented in an orthotropic material, Eq. (2) should
be used, in which the elastic constants are calculated by Eq. (3),
based on the experimentally determined values of the elastic constants
in the axes of symmetry of the material (see Table 3). The values of
the elastic constants in the directions of the axes of symmetry of an
orthotropic material in Table 3 are expressed by the technical elastic
constants according to Eqs. (5) and (6). Numrical data on the values
of these characteristics of some structural materials are presented in
Section 3.
To determine the entire set of nine elastic constants of wood, it
is sufficient to test the uniaxial compression or (better) tension of
six types of samples (Fig. 3) 115, 161. Longitudinal resistance sen-
sors for measurement of the deformations in these samples are positioned
differently with respect to the axes of symmetry of the wood (Fig. 3).
The force is applied to all samples along the axis parallel to the
longer side of the parallelipiped. The samples shown in Fig. 3a, b and
c are used to determine the values of E and u in the principal directions
of symmetry, and the samples shown in Fig. 3d, a and f, to determine
them in the diagonal directions. For example, from the results of test-
ing the sample shown in Fig. 3f, the modulus of shear is determined
L
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Fig. 3. Samples for determination of set of
elastic constants of wood by means of strain gauges.
The method of determination of the elastic constants of any ortho-
tropic material can be the same as for wood.
Unfortunately, the complete set of elastic constants has been
determined experimentally for few anisotropic structural materials,
although the method of determination has been quite well developed.
These data are required in order to estimate the effect of anisotropy
of the elastic properties of a materi p ' on the pattern of stress dis-
tribution in a part, by using the formulas of the theory of elasticity
14
t
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	of an anisotropic material [17]. The effect of anisotropy can some-	 //21
times be very noticeable. For example, in stretching a sheet along the
axis of greatest rigidity, the coefficient of stress concentration
around a circular opening increases with increase in the degree of
anisotropy of the material, but it decreases when stretched in the trans-
verse direction. The results of study of the chana in the coefficient
of concentration for this case are presented in (91, as a function of
the coefficient of reinforcing and the degree of anisotropy of fiber-
glas0:laminates.
The modulus of elasticity E x , and modulus of shear G x , y , for ran-
domly oriented directions in an orthotropic material.are d'etermined;by-
the following formulas, which arise from Eq. (3):
I	 ni	 t	 mi	 4	 1	 I	 s1p
4	 1	 1	 2	 4	 1	 1_ 2 
+ Ei+51 _ E^  — E ml + E4+
s
s — — — mini;
rr:	 Y 	 +	 F,	 F f
1	 (nt1=+ l t n,)s + (Isms + m^ + (msns nsm+)s
	
GA.Y' =	 GAY	 a	 --- l
4nt1srt=1, — 4/t msl,m,	 41njnjm2n,	 (9)
	
a	
GAY
S 	 G^) — Guy ,
For simplification, instead of the cosine notation (Table 1),
the notation presented in Table 4 is used in these formulas.
TABLE 4. SIMPLIFIED DIRECTING
COSINE NOTATION
X	 i y l	 t
X' r. t	 I ! t rnti
Z'
	 I
i
n, 13 m,
For the two dimensional problem, the elastic properties of an
orthotropic sheet are determined with four constants. If the ex-
perimentally determined values E o=Ex , E90=Ey and E 45 are adopted as
the initial values, the formulas for the elastic constants at angle
a to the axes of symmetry can be written [1$]:
E,
En ' cos+ a+Dsin^2'z— c> +n + n' 	 (10)
where b 3 E+^ 
1 4 c' c 
.o
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_ _ E„
_	 E,EgoG„ 
—Eq ( I +p„) —_  Eve 1I
-W) 	 (13)
Here, all the elastic constants are determined for uniaxial stresses
and pure shear in the planes of symmetry of an orthotropic material.
b
T	 /
I	 \	 a
Fig. 4. Orientation of tangential stresses in
determination of modulus of shear: a. G 0 in xy
plane; b. 0 45 in xy plane; c. G 0 in yz plane.
Tangential stress T orientation diagrams in pure shear, which 	 122
correspond to different moduli of shear determined by Eqs. (12) and
(13), are shown in Fig. 4. In shear along the planes of symmetry
parallel to the x and y axes (Fig. 4s), modulus G 0 in the xy plane is
determined by Eq. (12). In shear along planes at a 45 1 angle to the
x and y axes of symmetry (Fig. 4b), modulus G 45 in the xy plane is
determined by Eq. (13). Here, for example, the rolling direction of
steel sheet or the direction of the fibers of a laminated fiberglass
lining can be selected as the x axis.
If angle a# 4 5 0 , the tangential stress orientation scheme (Fig. 4b)
corresponds to the quantity G a , determined by Eq. (11). If the pure
shearing stress turns around the y axis, so `:^at one area of action of
tangential stresses always remains parallel to the y axis, after rotat-
ing the scheme shown in Fig. 4a by 90 0 . another scheme (Fig. 4c) re-
sults, which corresponds to modulus Gyz . When rotating the scheme
(Fig. 4a) around the y axis to any angle B, the modulus of shear is
determined by the formula
Go. cot= a I
GP I 	 ^^^
16
(111)
b
^^ l
1
!
1
i
Graphs of change of modulus of elasticity E x , of some pressure
worked nonferrous and ferrous metals, plotted from experimental data,
are shown in [12, 131. These graphs confirm the suitability of Eq. (8)
and, consequently, of the calculation scheme of the orthogonal aniso-
tropy of elastic properties to these materials.
Experimental data confirm the practical suitability of the assump- l23
tion that both metals and such materials of nonuniform structure as
wood and wood materials 13, 5, 181, textolites and fiberglass laminates
[19, 201 are orthotropic, uniform, continuous media with respect to
elastic properties.
Only a material, the mod»li of elasticity of which are the same
(in the case of sheet material) in three directions (the directions of
greatest rigidity, that perpendicular to it and the diagonal; see
Eqs. (8) and (10)) can be considered isotropic with respect to elastic
properties.
Monitoring the isotropy of a sheet from m^ , arernents of the de-
formations in two mutually perpendicular directions alone can lead to
mistakes, since it often turns out that the diagonal is most indicative
in estimation of the anisotropy expressly in those cases when it is
not very strongly expressed.
The elastic properties of a transversely isotropic material are
determined by five independent characteristics in the axes of symmetry.
The corresponding formulas are easy to obtain if, for example, all sub-
scripts y are replaced by a in the formulas for an orthotropic material,
with consideration that the properties in the xy plane are the same In
all directions. in other words, for a transversely isotropic material,
the following must be used in Table 3 (if z is an axis of symmetry of
infinite order):
a lE. — E^	 Gy,	 (J:2'
11	 P61
	 Psi	 Pik	 I	
(15)
	
E y _ — ^-
	
7-1
To	
(16)
For cubic system crystals, which include monocrystals of the pure
metals aluminum, nickel, copper, airon (see Table 6), three elastic
property characteristics are independent. For such a case of symmetry,
the following must be used in Table 3
CIIII - C::.:
 - 
C37J3
01.11 _ C.3.3 - C1131
or else	 _!	 I
	
z _ r	 __i	 1	 (l8,
G, d	 G,l	 Gn 	 i
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Fig. 5. Polar diagram of modulus
of elastici^y E of rolled metals:
1. copper; 2. iron.
Key: a. E, kg/cm2
In distinction from isotropic.and transversely isotropic materials,
there is no symmetry relationship (16) in this case.
With this relationship, a total of two elastic constants become
Independent, and the material is isotropic. Thus, the three relation-
W ps (18) and obligatory relationship (16) are used as isotropy criteria.
For an isotropic mater i al, the figures 5
 which represent the change
in moduli of elasticity E and 0 should revert to spherical surfaces.
Consequently, a material, the moduli of elasticity E and 0 of which are
the same, not only in the x, y and z diretions, but in diagonal direc-
tions, is isotropic. For isotropic materials and for cubic system
crystals, g(45) ^E (45) ^E(45)	 but, for the former, E (5)•E (0) and
xy	 yx	 zx
for the latter, no.'
3. Some Experimental Data on Elastic Property Anisotropy
Curves of change of the modulus of elasticity in the planes of
sheets of different materials, to which orthogonal symmetry of the
elastic properties is Ettributed, are shown in polar diagrams (Fig. 5
6). The curves presen ,;!d in Fig. 5 were plotted from the data of [115,
and the curves shown i*. Fig. 6, from the data of [22]. For comparison,
a diagram of the change of modulus of elasticity E of resonant spruce
wood, a mater.-ial with the strongest anisotropy [33, is presented in
Fig. 7.
In all these materials, in
the plane for which the diagrams
were plotted, there are two axes
of symmetry of the figurEa which
represent the change in modulus of
elasticity. The digrams confirm that
the degree of anisotropy cannot be
decided only by comparison of the
value of E in the x and y axes of
symmetry,
The curves of change of moduli
E and G vs. direction are approximated
well by Eq. (8) and (9). As a rule,
modulus of shear G has the highest
value for the three orientations
which correspond to the lowest values
of modulus F. This regularity is
characteristic of metallic mono-
crystals and strongly anisotropic
nonmetallic materials.
The surfaces of change of
modulus E (Fig. 8) and ir:odulus of
5For an anisotropic material, such figures are shown in Fig. 8 and 9.
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Fig. 6. Polar diagram
elasticity E of 10 mm
plywood (x. direction
a
 of modulus of
thick 9-ply aviation
of lining fibers).
Key: a. E, kg/cm2
Fig. i. Polar diagram
of modulus of elasticity
E of resonant spruce
wood (x. fiber direc-tion).
shear 0 ( Fig. 9 ) pplotted by
Ooens and Shmid [26]
Illustrate this regularity
for an iron monocrystal, the
symmetry of which is that of
the cubic system (see Section
2). These surfaces confirm
that, with equal moduli in
the directions of the three
axes of symmetry, the material
cannot be isotropic, if its
moduli have other values in
the diagonal directions than
on the axes of symmetry.
Moduli 0 for an iron mono- /2
crystal has a higher value
in those directions in
which moduli E are smaller.
This principle remains
valid for pressure worked
retal alloys. To decide on
the isotropy of rolled sheet,
not only the longitudinal
and transverse but, without
fail, the diagonal direction
must be investigated. The
latter frequently proves
to be the most characteristic.
Modulus of elasticity E of rolled metal
alloys displays comparatively small aniso-
tropy. The diagonal direction, which
makes a 450 angle with the ro ling direc-
ti^n in the plane of the sheet, is the
most characteristic of it. It was noted
in [11, 13, 231 that, for rolled metals,
modulus E 45 in the diagonal direction proves
to be the smallest but, after annealing
and recrystallization of the metals, E45
exceeds moduli Ec and E 90 , sometimes by
1.5-2 tlmes (Fig. 10-12). Anisotropy of
the clastic properties, determined from
the E 0 :E90 ratio is almost absent in these
cases, and the diagonal direction displays
a different type of anisotropy of the same
metal in different states.
To some extent, anisotropy develops
in all metals after pressure working and,
an a rule, It is not eliminated by annealing.
19
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Fig. 8. Three dimensional
figure of an13otrnpy of
modulus of elasticity E of
a-iron mor.ocryst zO ( axes of
symmetry of +^ rystal shown by
straight linfW-4 ) .
Fig. 9. Three dimensional
figure of anisotropy of
modulus of shear G of a-
iron monocrystal ( axes of
symmetry of crystal shown
by straight lines).
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Metals, the crystal lattice of which
has hexagonal symmetry, develop greater
anisotropy after cold rolling than metals
with a cubic lattice. 'rho anisotropy of
metals depends on the method of rolling,
the degree of cold working and the method
and temperature of the interoperation
and final annealing [56].
Table 5 prearnts experimental data
on +c,e technical elastic :;onstants of
ort:.otropic nonmetallic materials, of
which considerable anisotropy of the
elastic properties, is characteristic.
	
/28
The elastic constants of metallic
monocr -ratals presented in Table 6 were
calcul&ted from the data of [26]. In-
formation is assembled in these tables
on the complete set of elastic constants
in the axes of symmetry which, unfor-
tunately, is available for only a limit-
ed number of materials.
A large amount of experimental data
on the elastic constants of various
crystals is presented in [27], where
surfaces and curves of change vs. ori-
entation toward the axes of elastic
symmetry were plotted for them.
The elastic properties of wood
materials, fiberglass laminates_ and
laminated materials in general are dis-
tinguished by a lower modulus of shear
Gzx than modulus of elasticity E x . Thus;
for satin weave fiberglass cloth plastics,
in the plane of the layers with mutually
perpendicular placement of the cloth
layers, thi s ratio 0- /Ex= lam- but, Frith
the longitudinal-diagonal reinforcing
system used in shipbuilding, Gzx/Ex^	 /29
1/417 [29]. Therefore, calculation of
the elastic deformations and natural
oscillations in bending of fiberglass
plastics should be carried out, with
verification of the effect of shear on
the magnitude of the deflection required.
UKlt;!ti .:. P".'s.
OF Ptk,it
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Fig. 10. Anisotropy
of modulus of elas-
ticity E (angle
between rolling direc-
tion and sample axis
plotted on abscissa):
1, 2. sheets of iron and
copper in rolled state;
3. copper sheets after
recrystallization.
Key: a. E'10 4 , kg/mm`
It is characteristic of reinforced
materials that, with mutually perpen-
dicular placement of the reinforcing
fibers, modulus of elasticity E in the
xy plane turns out to be the least under
diagonal tension, for which the modulus
of shear usually is the greatest (Fig.
13). Diagonal placement of part of the
reinforcing increases the modulus of
shear G of the reinforced material. If
the same number of reinforcing fibers
are placed in the longitudinal, trans-
verse and two diagonal directions, the
sheet material can be considered iso-
tropic in the plane of the sheet
(transversely isotropic). In this case,
modulus of shear G =G 45 turns out higher
[6] than with mutually perpendicular
placement of the reinforcing fibers.
^f-
t6
Fig. 11. Anisotropy
of modulus of elas-
ticity E of Fe-Ni
alloy in rolled state
(curve 1) and after
recrystallization
(curve 2).
Key: a. E'10 4 , kg/mm2
a; . .
77
Fig. 12. Anisotropy
of modulus cf elas-
ticity E of molybdenum
sheet rolled in twc
alternate directions
and annealed.
i
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Fig. 13. Anisotropy of
elastic properties of
fiberglas plastics: 	 1.
modulus of elasticity E
of SVAM with 1:1 fiber
ratio; 2. modulus of shear
G of SVAM with 1:1 fiber
ratio; 3. modulus of
elasticity E of FN-1
binder fiberglass cloth
plastic.
Key: a. E • 10 5 , kg/cm2
Key: a. E • 10 4 , kg/mm"' 21
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TABLE 5. ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF ORTHOTROPIC NONMETALS
a	 b	 Moayan yopyroera. tr/ea l -104 	CK0s4@uaueur none-
peeao9 A40pueaurM.repneu
Et	 Ey Ft	 Qty ,	 I	 Litt
	 µty ,	 Nyt !	 V:t	 ;^yt
L
.ap4cCHHB Pe-	 10.3
	
0.77 10,895 0,524	 0,354	 0,421 1 0,031	 0,248	 0,441
3OH8HCH011 e.1a
131
e	
,Crl-6	 15, 241	 32,7	 7,1 4,6	 1,21	 1,98
	 2,52	 0,0;	 0,30	 0,36
t f	 iBAM,	 1:15	 46	 16 11 , 2	 5,63	 3,30	 4 ,35	 0,093	 0,36	 0,30
(+10 UHHUM
c... t nl!, eKvb-
C KOro)
g	 CBAM, 1 : 1	 26	 26 7.8	 4 ,01	 3,0	 3 ,0	 0,13
	
0 ,24	 0,24
(no AaHHUM
C. M. rlepeKalb-
ZC Koro)
h
	
CreK.,tomCMINT	 17.5	 13,1 5,30	 2,82	 2,38	 2,34 ' 0,10
	 0,17	 0,229
CaHTHHOSM
r:epen.weTeHHA
ea cNiwe nH•3 i
(no U14HNM
N.	 B. repm-
^
6epra) I
i
Notes: 1. Subscripts x and z designate axes of symmetry of greatest
and least rigidity.
2. First subscript of faetcr u designates the direction of
deformation and the second, the direction of active stress.
Key:	 a. Material f.	 SVAM, 1:15	 (from data of S.M.
b. Modul4s of elasticity, Perekalrskiy)
kg/cm -104me -10 4 g. SVAM, 1:1 (from data of S.M.
c. Transver-e deformation Pere.kalrskiy)
factor u h. Satin weave PN-3 resin fiber-
p	 d. Resonant spruce wood glass laminate (from data of .
e. DSP-B M.V. Gershberg)
TABLE 6. ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF MONOCRYSTALS OF PURE CUBIC SYSTEM METALS
VY	
'ctia r
}Iarrpxaa
	 Y
	
17k) IN11 }1 d	 ; 0,64 0.35. i 0.29
,{ ,	 'b	 e	 1,27	 0,391 ^ I,'?I
Meet,
	 f	 0,68 0,416 0.7 7i
	
- c•.^ c ;e go g	 i 1,33 + 0,37: i 1 i
Key: a. ^Material
b . F, x • 10 , kg/ cm2
c. G xy • 10 6 , kg/cm2
d. Aluminum	 g. a-iron
e. Nickel
f. Copper
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CHAPTER 2. STRENGTH CRITERIA
4. Strength of Anisotropic Materials
The majority of machine parts operate under complex biaxial and 	 /30
triaxial stresses, for which strength testing of an anisotropic ma-
terial has peculiarities, which consist primarily of the need for
experimental determination of an entire set of mechanical character-
istics.
For isotropic materials, the strength usually is expressed by an
equation which connects the three principal stresses with a single
strength characteristic of the material. For anisotropic materials,
such an equation does not solve the problem, since a hazardous state
depends on both the principal stresses and their orientation towards
the axes of symmetry of the material. Therefore, the equation of
equally hazardous stresses of orthotropic --iaterials should not contain
three, but six quantities, for example, the three principal stresses
and three directing cosines, which record their orientation towards the
three axes of symmetry of the material.
The equation of equally hazardous conditions for orthotropic ma-
terials has a simpler and more symmetrical form, if it does not include
the principal stresses, but the stresses on areas perpendicular to the
x, y and z axes of symmetry of the material. In this case, the strength
characteristics are determined in the axes of symmetry of the material.
The entire set of strength characteristics which is included in the
equation of equally hazardous states can be determined experimentally.
If the three principal stresses are randomly oriented towards the
three x, y and z axes of symmetry of an orthotropic material, the
stresses on areas perpendicular to the axes of symmetry can be calculated
easily from the known strength of materials formulas, just as in the
case of'random orientation of these areas. Designation of these stresses
with letter and number subscripts is presented in Table 7. Designa-
tions with numerical subscripts are more convenient for shortening the
writing down of the formulas. Here, as before, the number 1 means the
x axis, the number 2, the y axia and the number 3, the z axis. For
example, stresses designated by the symbol 
a  
or a ll are normal stresses
on an area perpendicular to the first axis of symmetry of the material
x. In abbreviated notation, stress is designated by the symbol o ik , in /31
which subscripts i and k have the values 1, 2 and 3 in succession.
The stresses, the designations of which are presented in Table 7,
combine into the following sums, the values of which do not change upon
rotation of the coordinate axes and, therefore, are called invariants:
^ - Rikkt =	 (19)
IT_ , tr i g -= U^	 au ;- QT _t
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TABLE 7. NOTATION FOR STRESSES ALONG AREAS
OF SYMMETRY OF ORTHOTROPIC MATERIAL
WO-11r)VC4IIN C 0)"­ 	 11 C UN.SCIMMUN NNACACAUN	 ""OaNYN NNaCRCONU
o1 	i,y	 zxr Rn	 012	 013
T tr Qy	 apt 1921
	
0-	 !	 R.3
T lr	 I T, 	 Qt Ral	 (13:	 033
Key:
^x
a
i
t l
	 i	 t l
a. Letter subscript notation
b. Numerical subscript notation
In these formulas, the abbreviated notation
of invariant sums I 1 and I 2 is given first and,
then, the detailed notation. In the abbreviated
notation, subscripts i and k should be given the
values 1, 2 and 3 in succession, and summation
over these subscripts should be carried out. The
value.of dik should be one if i =k and zero, if
i#k.
How stresses a x) ay and Txy act with planar
stress in the xy plane of symmetry of the ma-
terial, with fixed principal stresses o1 and Q„
(the x axis is coincident with the direction of
the fibers), is shown in Fig. 14.
The equally hazardous stress functions
Fig. 14. Stresses	 should be invariant, in the sense of Eq. (19:) and
Cr 
x, 
a y and T xy in	 (20). Upon rotation of the coordinate axes, the
two dimensional	 values of the stress components and of the ma-
stress in xy planes	 terial constants change, but the values of the
of symmetry of ma-	 functions should not change. Two types of theseterial (in Table 7). functions will be considered in Section 5 and
Section 6. Eq. (19) and (20) are used in des-
ignation of the criteria in Section 6.
Stresses in which transition of the material from one mechanical
state to another occurs are considered to be equally hazardous (maximum)
stresses. This can be a transition from the elastic state either to
the plastic state or directly to failure.
The criteria of limiting states of isotropic materials are assumed
to differ in the case of development of plastic deformations (then,
this criterion is called the plasticity condition) and in the case of
	
/32
brittle failure (strength condition). If the plasticity condition and
brittle failure criterion are formulated differently for an anisotropic
material, the orientation in which a g i ven stress should apply one
condition and that in which it should apply the other condition must
be known beforehand.
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It is known that the behavior of an anisotropic material can be
brittle or plastic, all other conditions being equal, only because of
different orientation of a given stress. Thus, for example, wood de-
forms plastiely (it is equeezed together) under radial compression, but
It undergoes brittle shearing, if the direction of the compressive force
makes an angle of 450 to the fiber direction and lies in the radial
plane. It is similar in crystals: the form of disruption of strength
depends on the orientation of the force to the so called cleavage
plane.
The demarcations between the brittle and plastic forms of hazardous
states is not very distinct, even for isotropic materials 1321.
A generaized understanding of a hazardous state of anisotropic
materials is possible. Either bvittle failure (if plastic deformation
did nut precede it), or the appearance of noticeable inelastic deforma-
tion (if it is a hazard to performance of the part) can be considered
hazardous.
It is customarily considered that hydrostatic pressure does not
affect the strength of isotropic materials and does not change the
shape of the material. The equally hazardous stress functions (strength
criterion or plasticity condition) for isotropic substances usually are
written in a form, in which the addition of equal all around compression
or tension does not change the value of these functions.
It follows from this that, in itself, hydrostatic pressure or
equal all around tension cannot change an isotropic material to a
hazardous condition. This situation is not evident, and it is ques-
tioned by many authors. Thus, in the works of N.K. Snitko [251, it
was pointed out that, if the atomic structure of the material is con-
sidered, unlimited resistance to uniform all around tension of any
magnitude should be recognized as improbable. It is clear that some
limiting resistance to all around tension should exist, in which the
bonds between separate particles-should be disrupted.
A similar ccnclusion can be reached for the deformation of aniso-
tropic materials under equal all around compression. Further, the
tests of A. Fepple showed that, for example, for such an anisotropic
material as wood, the effect of hydrostatic pressure cannot be dis-
regarded. Feppl subjected wooden cubes to equal all around compres-
sion, and they squeezed together and acquired an irregular shape [251.
The shape of any strongly anisotropic material changes as a result of /33
hydrostatic pressure, since the decrease in dimensions does not occur
uniformly in different directions. If these changes remain after re-
moval of the load, it is evident that the hydrostatic pressure can
result in plastic deformation, i.e., a hazardous state, of the aniso-
tropic material. The effect of hydrostatic pressure can be especially
significant in the case of strong anisotropy. For polymers, it is
found even in the absence of anistropy [301•
There are very few data in the literature on the effect of hydro-
static pressure on the behavior of anisotropic materials.
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Fig. 15. Shape of pine
ball after exposure to
hydrostatic pressure.
The shape of a pine ball which was photo-
graphed by A.L. Rabinovich [1A1 af Pr exposure
to hydrostatic pressure p n60 kg/mm , is shown
in Fig. 15. It is clearly evident in the fig-.
ure that uniform pressure on all sides changed
the shape of the ball. It suffered residual
deformation across the fibers and was changed
into an ellipsoid. Thus, hydrostatic pressure
may be the cause of a hazardous condition of
the wood. Bridgman [311 rea--hed similar con-
clusions, in study of the effect of hydro-
static pressure on the yield stress of quartz.
The equally hazardous stress functions
for anisotropic bodies should conform to this
characteristJc of it and take hydrostatic
pressure into account.
5. Quadratic Criterion of Equally Hazardous
Stresses
In 1928, in his classic work on the plasticity of crystals 1331,
Mises proposed the plasticity condition in the form of an equation,
which connects six components of stress (Table 7) with the yield stress
under uniaxial stress and under pure shear in different crystallographic
directions.
The plasticity condition can be considered a special case of the
equation of equally hazardous states. We investigate the plasticity
function proposed by Mises, for its suitability as a general equation
of equally hazardous stresses (strength criterion).
The plasticity function was proposed by Mises in the form of a 	 /34
uniform polynomial of the second degree. Initially, he wrote this
quadratic function without introduction of the assumption of inde-
pendence of the yield stress of crystals from hydrostatic pressure.
For a material with a general type of anisotropy, the Mises plasticity
condition ([331, P. 163) has the following form in our notation:
Au! ►	 .4_,ra^ +A3 bs 4A3232Try +4A 1:,13z'X	aA :1^1 TYy +
+ 2A 11 .,_a t ay + 2A !_ 33vvo: + 2A 3311 0 4 1Z + 2A 113:OrTty +
-- 2.4 1119 Q r Tat ' 2.4 111 QrTay .' 2A ::^3QY TY+ + 2A ::19QyTrt +	 (21)
-'?.l^ss_R:Tty ! 2,4^,IaRtTrt ^- 2A„1ty:i,y-}-
4.4;i111T:eT.y "` 4.4 L' :7T I yTy; _ !.
. In this equation, coefficients Aikjm are constants of the material,
the number of which is 21 in the general case of anisotropy.
If the x, y and z axes coincide with the axes of symmetry of an
orthotropic material, on symmetry considerations, all terms which
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contain tangential stresses in the first degree and the products of
different tangential stresses should be discarded, since these terms
can change sign upon reflection in the planes of symmetry of the ma-
terial (see Section 1).
Eq. (21), in the axes of symmetry of an orthotropic material, will
contain nine constants 4,, and it takes the following form
.1o; 
~ •4=---°r ^' A 3..Uo^ rt ^.4ii:.olo^ +2A,.,,o j at ^-
L 2r,. ao	 4.4	 T= x-44 T, +4A,^T = = 1.	 (22)
it
In this expression, the relationships between coefficients Aikim
can be selected so that the addition of hydrostatic pressure, i.e.,
of invariant T 1 (see section 4) does not change the value of Eq. (22).
Then, function. (22) will comply with the special assumption of Mises,
of the insensitivity of the plasticity condition to h y drostatic pressure.
By using the stress designations (Table 7), we write quadratic func-
tion (22) in abbreviated form 137, 111
Aiktmaik°Rm=1.	 (23)
We write the relationships between the material constants Aiktm'
In which the addition of I 1 does not change the value of Eq. (23), thus
AIkAmd1k=0.	 (24)
For an orthotropic material, relationship (24) can be derived from 	 /35
the condition of invariability of Eq. (22), by substitution in it of
G.	 p;
p;
ar =a, _p;	 (25)
T,y= TV: =T:% =01
By making the coefficients in terms which contain the hydrostatic
pressure intensity p in the first degree e._c31 to zero, from Eq. (22),
we obtain
.1133	 AAJII
By making the coefficient with p 2
 equal to zero, we obtain a con-
dition which is a consequence of Eq. (26)
A1111+A2222+A3333+2All22+2A2233+2A3311=0 	 (27)
We write condition (27) in abbreviated form
Aiktmaik6Zm-0	 (28)
We investigate quadratic function (22), which is sensitive to
hydrostatic pressure, as an equation of equally hazardous stresses of
anisotropic materials, without taking relationships (24)-(28) into
account.
In plane stress which is randomly oriented in the xy plane of
symmetry of the material, from formula (22), we obtain
:^llIIQ^
	 ^;M-QY t ^'1 11:_QaQy — a Li': T r. =
	 ( 29 )
To determine coefficients A ikRm, we consider particular cases of
limiting stresses:
1. we set o y = T xy = 0 and cx=00 (co is the ultimate strength
under uniaxial tension along the x axis of symmetry); then, from
formula (29), we obtain
-1 111, 0 '. — 1 or	 l^ui =	 .	 (30)
2. with a X =-T Xy = 0 and o y =c 90 (a 90 is the tensile strength
along the y axis)
--••	 o^ 	 ( 31)
3. with a x =a 
y
= 0 and T xy =T 0 (T 0 is the ultimate strength under	 / 3f
pure shear along the areas of symmetry of the material),
	
,o
	 (32)
a
4. with 0 x cy-Txy	 (a 	 is the "diagonal" tensile strength
at an angle of 45 1 with the x and y axes of symmetry in the xy plane),
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4	 1_	 1	 I
A itc= = 
rtis 	 °o	 ado	 TO '	 ( 33)
5. with the use of another stress, pure shear along the same
diagonal areas, in which ox= +T45' a y -T 45 , I xy=p (T 45 is the ultimate
strength under pure shear along the diagonal areas), we obtain
2	 — ! _L 1	 (34)
rto
	 90	 T4S
For the two dimensional problem, expression (29) takes the follow-
ing form
s	 ^
+  
	 + art I 4, — 1. — - — 1 = I
or
Ti„	 1	 1	 I l
1.
°0	 ° O	 TO	 ` n° 	 Q;d 	T:S /	 (36)
Both of these alternate versions of the strength criterion (formulas
(35) and (36)) contain four constants of the material for the two dimen-
sional problem. They nre determined from uniaxial stress and pure
shear tests.
	
We assume that safety
	
factor k is the same in different direc-
tions in the materia:, in the first approximation. Then, for practical
verification of the strength, the strength condition is obtained from
the quadratic criterion (formula (35)), in this forn,
+ rv,, +d" t ^ . + s v,v.	 ^vol.
where [a.] = a 0 /k is the permissible longitudinal stress (usually, this
is t'.ne direction of greatest strength);
	
oN .	 ye 9	 a4,
o x and a y are the normal stresses in the part along the areas of 	 /37
symmetry of the material (a x along the x axis and a y alcng the y axis,
In which the x axis coincides with the direction of greatest strength
of the material); T xy is the tangential stresses on the part (in the
same place as stresses a x and a y ), along areas perpendicular to the
x and y axes.
In work already mentioned [337, a characteristic of anisotropic
materials was acted for the first time, which permits testing the suit-
ability of the plasticity criterion (and, consequently, strength) by
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the results of uniaxial tensile testing of variously oriented samples.
From expression (29), we obtain a formula for calculation of the
tensile strength 0 B in random direction of x', as a function of orien-
tation of the x' axis, determined according to Table 8.
TABLE 8. PIRFCTIhu COSINES
^ u 2
A cc, a sin a
	 1 0
Y
i
—sin a cok a 0
1	 0 0 I 1
For this, we substitute the following stress values in formula
(35):
T,,, = O, Cosa 5I n Z:
Qt
 = o, Cos-, a; (37)
  
and we obtain
= ccK'a	 s-n4 2
	 Sin^aCO51Z' i _ 1 _ 1
We now derive a formula from expression (36), which determines the
j , ure shearing strength T b , In which tangential stresses act along an
area normal to x' parallel to the y' axis. For this, we substitute the
following stress values in formula (36):
	
t ' Y = T, COS 2a, I	 ( 39 )
o, = T,sin 2a:
Q', = — T. sin 2a
anc we obtain	 1 _ cos°2a _ s u+'22
Formulas (38) and (40) can be written in this more convenient form /38
for practical use and comparison with experimental results:
o,	
copraYHsin=2atcs ►mca	 (^1)
es	 n,(where c= R^^; A =u'— `	 a= ^^^);'
	
^•	 (42)
gas' ^z 	 (om in
	
T	 s?7
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as
It is ease to see that, in the general case of bulk stress, the
following formulas for strength a  and T B , randomly oriented toward the
three x, y and z axes of symmetry of the material, follow from formula
(22) (for comparison, see formulas (A) and (9)):
4	 1^	 r	 ^
r
+ III
l	
-	+^-
1 ^^^:	 t^ 	(°1112	 ^^^ 1)	 JY
ryl'rr
(43)
.__ (n,f, 4-
	
..j.	 (1 1MI 	 mitt ^t 	 (ml•^t + A tm t^ 1	 —
4n,1,n,r,	 +,?:,n,,n,n,
—	 ( I 
V
O)Y
	 —	 / 14 1)'	
—	 ( 11) 
  T•"	 Tr,	 Te.	 ( 44)
where x, y, z are the principal axes of symmetry of the orthotropic
material; a  is the strength in uniaxial tensil,3 or compressive stress
,along the x' axis, randomly oriented in the material; T B is the pure
shearing strength, when tangential stresses act along the y' axis in an
area normal to x'.
The direction of the provisional x', y' and z' axes to the principal
X, y and :^ axes of symmetry of the material is determined b y Table 9.
TABI F 9. PIRFCTING COSTNFS
t	 u	 Z
m,
Fla
The tensile (compressive) strengths in the axes of symmetry in Ea.
(43), (44),ox(0), a (0) , 0, (0 1, and, in the directions in the planes of
symmetry at an angle of 45° to the axes of symmetry, c xy (45) , eyz(45),
o	 (45).
zx
The pure shearing strengths alrng areas p i^arallel to the p}a pes of	 /39
symmetry of the material are designated T xy (e) , T y` (G) , T zX (Dl and,
along areas at a 45 0 angle with two axes of symmetry and perpendicular
1
to the third, T xy (45) , T yz (45 ', T,. X(45)	 The lower subscripts show the
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sFig. 16. Surface of
change in compressive
strength a  wood vs.
orientation toward
fiber z, radial y and
tangential x directions.
r
j	 axes of the areav of action of the stress which form a 45 0 angle.
Surfaces are presented in Fig. 16 and 17,, which show the change in
compressive streng-LM a  of pine Npod samples * C34] and fiberglass plas-
tic cloth (from ' E.V. Qanov ..data [351). Both gw.faces were plotted from
experimental data.
It was shown exile rimentally in [36:.37,
411 that expressions (43) and (44), which
determine the strength a B and T B of aniso-
tropic materials vs. sample orientation to
the axes of structural symmetry, approximate
well the results of testing slightly aniso-
tropic metals and some fiberglass laminates,'
but contradict tests of such strongly aniso-
tropic materials as wood. The difference
In shapes of the a  surfaces of these ma-
terials are shown in Fig. 16 and 17.
In equal biaxial compression, the
strength a  can be calculated, if the values
a x-aynaD and T xy-0 are substituted in formula
(35):
CFO	
n41Ta
	
(45)
For plywood and fiberglass plastics,
this formula gives values which are close
to experimental values [36].
For materials with low shearing strength
(wood), relationship T O<a 45/2 [397 is pos-
sible, in which formula (45) gives imaginary
values of aD.
With hydrostatic pressure p, it follows
from formula (22) that
PO	
(	 )
A pine ball (Fig. 15) was photographed at p-60
p 0 at which irreversible changes in shape of the p
not indicated in [18]. It obviously was lea p than
Calculations by formula (46) gave p 0-15 kg/em2
Thus, it does not contradict test, data, as applied
tion of pine wood under hydrostatic pressure.
kgJcm2 [1$]. Pressure
ine ball bagan were
60 kg/cm2 .
for pine wood.	 /40
to plastic deforma-
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Fig. 17. Surface of change
in compressive strength 
a  
of
fiberglass cloth plastic vs.
orientation toward direction
perpendicular to layers x,
warp fibers z and woof fibers
y of cloth.
It should be noted that Maes
assumed the tensile and compressive
strength to be the same ( symmetry inver-
sion of the material characteristics).
For many materials used in practice, the
anisotropy of which is substantial (wood,
fiberglass plastics), the difference
between the tensile and compressive
strengths in the same direction turns
out to be appreciable. For plane stress,
the Mises equation can be used for such /41
materials with the uee of the "piece-
wise approximation" method. For all
stresses in which only tensile stresses
a x and ay act along the areas of sym-
metry or one of them is compressive,
but less than the second, tensile, in
absolute value, it should be considered
that ^oefficients AikLm are determined
by tension and shear. For those plane
stresses in which either both stresses
O X and a y are compressive or the com-
pressive stress In greater than the
tensile, Aikim sh,,uld be determined by
compression and shear. In [ 1 6, 37],
this formulation o2' the question is
called the plecewise approximation, and
it becomes clear in a graphical repre-
sentation of the maximum planar stress
surfaces in the a x , a y and t xy coordinate
axes (see Section 7).
6. E uat'cn of E" uall y Hazardous Stresses
in the Forx of a Polynomial o. the Fourth
ogre e
It was shown in [22, 36-41] that experimental data or, strength, with
variously oriented uniaxial and pure shcaring ztresses, are approximated
well by formulas for conversion of fourth order tensor cor..ponents, con-
structed by analogy watt, the formulas of change in the elastic constants
upon rotation of the coordinate axes. These formulas, called tensorial
in [22, ;6-41], differ from formulas (43) and (44), wY1ch follow from
the qua;:ratic strength criterion, they are simpler, and they correspond
to the experimental data for a broader class of materials.
With the use of the notaticn used in formulas (43) and (u4), we
obtain tensorial formulas in this form (for comparison, see formulas
(8) ana (9)).
-^8
-r
i^
t
^
1	 ay	 l^	 Mi 	 ^: I4	 1	 1	
+
R
s
	
	 4	 !	 1Mz^ -_	
-- I-) ,Yt 	 	 t
d!t	 ^''t
	
Qt J
a la+:= + t-LL 1. IJ+ TS 1 M t	 ( ►fha i 1' n1.
.3^_
Yt	 tt
^+ t om _ 41 	 ini^T 	 (48)^=aY 
	For slightly anisotropic materials (metals, fiberglass Plastics), 	 /42
Eq. (47) and (48) give results which practically coincide with the
results of calculation. by Eq. (43) and (44). For strongly anisotropic
wood, where Eq. (43) contradicts test results, the tensorial formulas
do not lead to such contradictions. For slightly anisotropic materials,
Eq. (47) and (48) also conform well to tests, like Eq. (43) and (44)
but, for strongly anisotropic materials, they conform considerably better.
The surfaces presented in Fig. 16 and 17 are approximated well by Eq.
(47)•
In the special case of uniaxial stress, for which the quadratic
criterion leads to Eq. (41), a simpler expression follows from Eq. (47),
which pernits calculation of the strength at angles a to the axes of
symmetry of the material (see Table 8).
_	 (49)
Qs	 0<	 1	 C
where	 : _=- -	 ^: -	 5 a --
For pure zhear, the following is obtained from Er4 . (48);
Because of their relative simplicity, Eq. (49) and (50) have found
pra:.tic-il applicat . icn both in wood science and in machine building.
Est inaticn of the degree cf an'setropy which develops in metal Farts
after pressure working, were carried out by these fcr -alas in the work
of I.C. Miklayev and Ya.B. Eridnan [121 , 13, x;81. For fiberglass plastics,
these fc: u yas Frrcved to be useful in resolving question.: of the effect
of cross t,raln, which ar'_ses for techrolog±cal reasons, on the strength
characterisy ic:.- in .'ruduction of a ship hull , 4Z	 Eq. ( 4 9' was
^4
corroborated in estimation of the anisotropy of the fatigue strength of
wood [431, fiberglass plastics [441 'and metals [6-6]. In [45], Eq. (49)
was applied to study of a problem of wood science. Based on deformation
assumptions, in 1946, A.L. Rabinovich [18, 90] obtained and experimental-
ly confirmed special Eq. (49). A formula for shearing similar to Eq.
(49) was presented without derivation in Kollman [461, where she also
confirmed it experimentally (see Section 9). All the experiments men-
tioned ; ::.e performed on flat specimens.
It shoul(-`e noted that the tests of Ya.S. Sidorin [29, 471, per-
formed on flat specimens and on fiberglass plastic tubes, showed that
Eq. (49) and (50) conform to the results of such tests, although the
absolute values of characteristics a 45 and T 45 , obtained on tubular
specimens, were considerably higher than on the flat ones.
We furnish	 .,rDblem: to find the invariant function of six stress /43
components (Table 7), which would lead to experimentally confirmed ten-
sorial Eq. (47) a-<-.d (48) for randomly oriented uniaxial and pure shear-
ing stresses. We study this function as an equation of equally hazard-
ous stresses or (by using the geometric representation [48, 871) a
strength surface equation.
We consider two dimensional stress in the xy plane.
From Eq. (47), we obtain (see Tables 8 and 9)
1_ cas'a , sin^a	 .	 4	 1 _ 1
sin- a cos • a
^a	 Qo	 a'o '	 \ Qds	 Qo	 ago /	 ( 51)
In the xy plane, Eq. (48) gives
1 _ cc ;^ 2a	 sin= 22	 ( 5 2
 }
To	 TO	 T,5
where, as before (see Section 5), for the xy planes of symmetry of the
material, c x (0)=6 0 , Qy (0) =a90 and axy (45) =Q45.
In Section 5, analogous Eq. (38) and (40) corresonded to the two
dimensional problem. A distinctive feature of them, was that all the
strength characteristics there were squared and not to the first power,
as in Eq. (51) and (52).
From Eq. (51) and (52), we obtain equations for curves through
which the strength surface should pass (see Section 7, Fig. 19-21). For
this, we change to the a X , cy and T xy coordinate system, in which the
strength criteria can be represented geometrically . in the form of some
limit surface.
After jointly solving Eq. (51) and (37), we obtain equations for
the P or C ;;urve, which reflects the results of uniaxial tensile or
compressive testing of variously oriented samples in c x , ay and Txy
coordinates:
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Q;	 d	 _i_	 1 _
as
+	 + T.
Go
	
a®o
	
:I1 a4s
	as	 Cro
as = ar 'f" ay-
From Eq. (52) and (39), we obtain equations for the T curve, which
reflects the results of pure shear testing of variously oriented samples
in a x , ay and 
TXy 
coordinates:
i
Thu aj
a^ +ay= 0; 	(54)
T	 r a a — T'
^^ ^ x Y	 xY
or, more briefly, for the P and C curves:
CrX 	
+ 4 _ _
0	 Qee txY ( 4b	 p — jea — ax + aY'
T+Y ` ax ay ` 0,
for the T curve:
rcy _1.. ax c ^^----T	 T	 TSY — ax QY ia	 as	 (56)
ax aY — 0.
The P, C and T curves are presented in Fig. 19 b and 20 b.
We compile a strength surface equation in the form of a polynomial,
which would contain Eq. (55) and (56), which follow from the tensorial
formulas and are consistent with test data for a broad class of ortho-
tropic materials.
To decide from the first of Eq. (56), this polynomial should have
fourth and second power terms for the stresses.
Thus, experimentally verified Eq. (47) and (48) lead to equally
hazardous stress functions, in the form of a fourth power polynomial
[86, 87].
We write the desired polynomial in abbreviated form
Q ^x; a
 , a^:Qr a,o Q^r	 e, kr M Q :ka,,, =0	 (57)
/44
(55)
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or in expanded form with two dimensional stress (see stress notation
in Table 7)
aIIII(I l -^- a?M.	 -}- 16u1.. 1: -f- ^ilii¢::_:a1 22 -f- 
4021,
20 	 +
-r 4a 1111a11::ai1a4 + 9a11 o:»:al g a': = $a I a ., GI ai.111 1_I. u 1 ^ +
	
-} 8a: w,a i^l:az:ai_ + 16a11::a I:l :aua::ai: + P lutail -f- e : a -#'	 (58 )
O
-E- e1:1:a i:	 eli..alla:: _- 0.
Here, symmetry of the coefficients which corresponds to orthogonal
symmetry of the material and was- presented in detail in [871, is
assumed.
To find the coefficients of polynomial (58), we substitute the
7
relationship Q`7,=o110221 :Which follows from the second equation of
system (55), and we raise the first equaticn of system (55) to the
second power, and we compare the coefficients with the same powers of
similar stresses. Then, we substitute a22=-Q11, from the second equa-
tion of system (56), in Eq. (58), and we compare the result with the
squared first equation of system (56). As a result, we obtain
!
aii11 = ve
Jea
are ' (59)
.'	
4	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
JOS	 JO	 Juo	 TO	 JO (Too
	 T,b
and	 v I g --
 e.,., _ e j1,jt = eII.. -- — 1.	 (60)
Then, Eq.(58) takes the following form.
A:K!	 Tp
	
a 	
l JUQOO + ado — JO — Joe	 TO ^•
o;.	 ^^ .1
	
4	 1	 1	 i	 Tj;^
Qo 	 Jao -	 0 4S	 Ja	 Joo	 To !	 J0	 (61)
J.0 to
	
To	
— 
CO 	 06,0	 TO } ._
=0
01,
q lTr	 J1	 Try '
- -	 aYay^-4
	
^	 t (6^)
^. ^^ ~+ T^fo	 Te	 ^^3--	 -Jo	 aO0-- To
3
i45
1
With Eq. (60) kept in mind, in place of Eq. (57), we write the
following expression:
aiOnOno (1IkylmanoQ
	
(aalk^, w oipik a
Pr.	 ^,	
a	 0. 2
Eq. (63) is an invariant expression of the equally hazardous stress
functions written in abbreviated (tensor) form in the form of a fourth
power polynomial. In particular cases of uniaxial and pure shearing
stresses, randomly oriented to the x, y and z axes of symmetry of an
orthotropic material, from this strength criterion, tensorial Eq. (47),
(48), (49) and (50) follow, which approxiate test results well.
	
Eq. (63) can be written thus:	 /46
a iklmQ ikQln^	 Z
	
(64)
In this form, it is more convenient to compare the proposed cri-
terion with the quadratic criterion (Section 5).
In Eq. (64), to determine coefficients 
a{ktm' 
the same two dimensional
stresses as were used for determination of the coefficients in Eq. (23)
can be used:
11 Ry 
= TA L	 U; Qi _ GO; (21111
	
t
_ o0
21 (T,
	 T
	
it
---	 U^
J) U. _._ !3, ._ 0; Ti 1, = TO; 4al°1_
TO
4 O : = Qy — T.1 1 — —1 . ^Q 11:: — JAS v (T.,afA	 T^ .
5) Qx _ —Qy ^ T46; T.ly — U; 2u 11]' UQ	 trap	 Tly
The numbering of these equations ( 1-5) corresponds to the special
cases of limiting stresses (see pp. 27-28).
From Eq. (64), for the two dimensional problem, we obtain
Vt l
	ody)
	
oU	 01 	 0	 oil	 (66)
4	 V	 4
or	 fil	 FD=D	 fp I -
01 	 of	 Odu	 •V (67)
L)	 _n
(63)
(65)
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If it is assumed again that the safety factors (see Section 5)
are approximately the same for different directions in the material,
for practical application, the following strength condition is ob-
tained from the fourth power criterion in two dimensional stress:
C0Y tQrOY .+ dTf
-	
`fuel.
"f QY
 -;- t^Y ; QxQY
where [c ol=coo/k is the permissible longitudinal stress coincident with
	/47
the x axis of symmetry of the material (the axis of greatest strength);
Q x , ay , T xy are the normal and tangential stresses at the same place
(at one point) of the part, in areas perpendicular to the x and y axes
of sytiw-netry of the material;
a0c--= i-; a=4a—c—d--1; a=_5^°_; d_ °—°O	 .
°°	 Ns '	 T°
Examples of the application of strength condition (68) are presented
in Section 14.
Eq. (66) is obtained from Eq. (4.17) of [361, if the following is
assumed in the latter:
2
I—u 
ra ;	 `! ` U T	
11	 (^,
o° o
i.e., third power stress terms are excluded [871.
Fourth power strength criteria which do not contain third power
terms, the advisability of study of which was shown (on other considera-
tions) in [481, contain four strength characteristics of an_'orthotropic
material in the case of the two dimensional problem but, in the general
case of six dimensional stress space (Eq. (64)), nine such characteristics.
The criteria can be generalized to materials of differing tensile
and compresive strengths, if the piecewise approximation method presented
in detail in Section 7 is used. Without the use of the piecewise ap-
proximation, Eq. (64) only fits material with complete inversion sym-
metries of the strength characteristics, just as in Eq. (2n). In the
y
	
	 piecewise approximation method, the equation is written twice: sep-
arately for that part of the strength surface (see Section 7) which is
on one side of the diagonal plane passing vertically through curve T
and separately for the other part of the surface.
Eq. (66) or (67) describes the surface in the a , a , T Xy coordinate
system. in this equation, the strength surface has an isolated singul-ar
point, the coordinate origin. The isolation of this point can be show:
analytically, if the surface intersection curve is analyzed (see Eq.
(66)), from a coordinate plane for which a y =0. The equation of this
curve has the following form: 	
``((^^
C4	 t4 (6 9 )3 )
Q^	 T^	 (T°TY
(68)
It is easy to see that both partial derivatives of this function 	 /48
with variable 
ax 
and T xy revert to zero at 
a x
sT xy=0. For proof of the
isolation, it is sufficient to show that the expression for A has a
negative value at the singular point:
01 !	 of of
Simple calculations show that A=-4 at a x=T xyn o, i.e., the coordinate
origin is an isolated singular point of the curve plotted from Eq. (69)
and, consequently, the surface plotted from Eq. (66).
There are no experimental data for strongly anisotropic materials
which permit exhaustive testing of the strength criterion. Experimental
data on uniaxial and some biaxial stresses permit Eq. (64) to be con-
sidered a strength criterion which does not contradict test data for
many anisotropic materials under two dimensional stress (see Sections
7 and 14).
Fourth power strength criteria (Eq. (64)) fit a broader class of
materials than the quadratic criterion (Eq. (23)) and, in simple cases
of practical importance, it results in more convenient formulas.
For such slightly anisotropic materials as pressure worked metals
and many fiberglass plastics, calculations by criteria (64) and (23)
give results very close to each other, although Eq. (64) does not lead
to Eq. (23).
For equal biaxial compression with ax=ay
=ad' a Z =0 and T xy=0, there
follows from the fourth power criterion (Eq. (66))
V-3	
(70)
which leads to unlikely values, only when the values of a 45 are close
to 4T O , i.e., in the event 
TO.Ea45
/4. This relationship of the strength
characteristics does not occur, even for a material with such a low
shearing strength as wood.
Thus, in biaxial compression, the fourth power criterion better
zits materials with low shearing strength than the quadratic criterion.
In determination of a rk by Eq. (45), based on the quadratic crite-
rion, it had unlikely values, even with T0"
45/`4
As a result of hydrostatic pressure p, from Eq. (64), we obtain
1"6
Fa = a'AiM6'k6,,
(71)
_ TpQ^s
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	With the same data as in Section 5, calculation by Eq. (71) gives 	 /4y
^t. P O =18 kg/cm2 for pine wood, i.e., a value consistent with ther:data of
[18] and close to the results of the use of the quadratic criterion.
The condition of sensitivity of the strength criterion to equal
all around compression requires that there be some hydrostatic pressure,
which is capable of putting the material in hazardous condition, even
in the case of an isotropic material.
We investigate both strength criteria (quadratic and fourth power),
under conditions of limiting transition to an isotropic material. In
the event the material is isotropic, quadratic strength criterion
Eq. (23) changes to the formula
1. --1^ _
\ RO!	 ZT0	 1 ^	 (7 2 )
where I 1 and I 2 are the invariants of the stress tensor calculated by
Eq. (19) and (20); a0 and T O are the hazardous stresses for an isotropic
material under uniaxial and pure shearing stresses. In developed form,
Eq. (72) has the following form
a 1'( Q r -- Q^, -- Q^^` -- ^-T^-) ( Ti m
 — T_ -- T, s
 — (73)
— a^ay — aYa= 
— a_a^l = a^.
Thus, in the case of an isotropic material, the quadratic criterion
requires experimental determination of two constants of the material,
ao and T 0 . A decrease of the number of constants to one can be produced,
only as a consequence of assuming that the strength criterion is in-
sensitive to the addition of hydrostatic pressure. This assumption
(Eq. (24 1.) leads to the known relationship between the strength char-
acteristics of an isotropic material
00
Tp=
which is experimentally confirmed for few isotropic materials. Thus,
for example, it is known that, for many rocks [497 and some homogeneous
plastics [507, there is the following relationship
are
com
T^ ` 2
With a 0 ` =3T 0 ` , i.e., on the assumption of insensitivity of the
	
material to the addition of hydrostatic pressure, Eq. (72) changes to	 /50
the equation known by the name of the Mis es plasticity condition
s/:
 - t; 1.(74)2	 = co.
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or, in developed form in the principal stresses:
(0 1 — OX + (01 — CY T (03 aj)' = 20p.
	 (75)
The fourth power strength criterion (Eq. (64)), upon transition to
an isotropic material, has this form:
21 
(76)
n	 o
where	 31_. T
-2
In this nomenclature, i.e., I 1 and 1 3 , the quadratic criterion
(Eq. (72)) is written
GU
_°	 ( 77)
In the special case of two dimensional stress, when oy
=QZUTZyaTZX°o,
from the quadratic criterion sensitive to hydrostatic pressure (Eq.
(73)), we obtain the following expression:
` \ To • Z' y =Co.
	
(78)
Two strengtr characteristics of the material, a 0 and T O , are in-
cluded in p his formula, only because the effect of all around tension
(compression) was taken into account.
The criteria for testing fatigue strength of steel bars, which
have been confirmed experimentally and in practice, usually are
written in this form.l
Thus, in calculation of the fatigue strength of isotropic materials,
strength criteria sensitive to hydrostatic uressure evidently should be
used.
The fourth power criterion. (Eq. UL))) for this case gives
n j _.	 Te / • T+Y
QY ; 
Try
1Data are presented in the book of Veybull [78], which experimentally
confirm the effect of hydrostatic pressure on fatigue strength.
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For a graphical representation of the criterion, we plot I 1
 on the	 /51
abscissa and 1 3
 on the ordinate. Then, from Eq. (76) and (77), we ob-
tain the curves presented in Fig. 18. The dependence on the maximum
octahedral tangential stress on hydrostatic pressure can be decided from
this figure. Accordingly, strength criteria sensitive to hydrostatic
pressure (quadratic and fourth power) can be interpreted as a certain
generalization of the strength theory of Mohr ([92], p. 117).
Fig. 18. Limit curves I 3= f(I 1 ) for isotropic material
with various ratios of strength 
aO and T O (curves 1,
2 and 3 plotted from Eq. (77), based on quadratic
criterion; curves 4 and 5, from Eq. (76), based on
fourth power criterion): 1 and 5. o O :T O s5:3; 2 and
4. QO : T Oa [illegible]:2; 3• 00:T0;V3.
Eq. (76) and (77) can be compared with the results of the com-
pression tests of S.B. Aynbinder, on polymer samples exposed to hydro-
static pressure 130, 501. In this case, the values of QO/T0 calculated
by Eq. (76) will be higher than the same value calculated by Eq. (77),
and they will correspond quite well with experiments.
7. Strength Surfaces
For two dimensional stress, the stress tensor can represent a
point in an orthogonal coordinate system, if those components of the
tensor which act on the areas of symmetry of the material are laid out
on the axes. If the two dimensional stress is randomly oriented in the
xy plane of symmetry of the material, the stresses designated a x , Qy
and T xy must be laid out on the three coordinate axes. In simple
(proportional) loading, the change in stresses a x , ay and TXy from the
unloaded state to a hazardous or limiting state is represented by a
ray, i.e., a straight line, through the coordinate origin. We call	 /5M.
the locus of the points on such rays, which correspond to limiting or
equally hazardous two dimensional stresses, a strength surface. The
strength surface should have such a form that any ray drawn from the
coordinate origin can intersect it only once.
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We consider strength surfaces for orthotropic materials under simple
static load, at con3tant temperature and with a low rate of brief tests.
It was noted in [48] that, at the present state of science, the
appearance of the strength surface can only be explained empirically.
A strength surface has to be plotted empirically, based on some amount.
of test data, and this surface then has to be described by mathematical
relationships. The c,-use of development and nature of the hazardous
state is not considered in such an approach. The same strength surface
equation can correspond to ha-ardous states of varied physical character.
The well known strength theory of Mohr for Isotropic materials and all
of its generalizations are based on approximately the same concepts.
Strength surfaces in two dimensional stress have been plotted from
experimental data for several orthotropic materials 136, 371. The
results of experiments with variously oriented uniaxial and pure shear-
ing and equal biaxial compressive stresses in the xy plane of symmetry
of the material were used as the sources. Two such surfaces are pre-
sented in Fig. 19 c and 20 c, where the letters P and C designate curves
which represent the results of tensile and compressive tests of various-
ly oriented samples in ax, 
0  
and T Ky coordinates, and the letter T
designates a curve which represents the results of pure shearing tests
of variously oriented samples.
The strength surface should contain P, C and T curves, which cor-
respori to particular cases of limiting two dimensional stresses.
All the points in Fig. 19 a and 20 a were plotted from average
results of testing variously oriented samples. We illustrate the plot-
ting with an example. Let the average tensile strength of the material
a  at an angle of 15 0 to the fibers (to the x axis) be v 15 . To plot a
point which ^c.Mresponds to the value of a 15 , the a x , a y and T xy coor-
dinates of `his point must be calculated by Eq. (37), with a B = a l , and
a-15 1 (see Fig. 14). The results of compressive and shearing tests
of variously oriented samples can be treated analogously. The coor-
dinates cf all points calculated from experimental data in this way
are shown in Fig. 19 a and 20 a.
F Besides, in the negative abscissa region (Fig. 19 a and 20 a), a
point which corresponds to the averaged results of equal biaxial com-
pressive testing, variously oriented in the xy plane, are plotted in
planes for which T xy = 0 [36]. The surfaces presented in Fig. 19 c and
20 c are plotted approximately, by graphical extrapolation of experimen-
tal data. Pine wood, the surface for which is shown in Fig. 20, can be
considered a model of a
	
strongly anisotropic material with low shear-
ing strength.
y`I^ ti I
Points which fit the strength surface located in the first
An analysis of the experimental errors in producing this stres
given in [36].
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Fig. 19. Equally hazardous stress surface for
cold cured fiberglass cloth plastic made of linen
weave cloth on PN-1 polyester resins.
Key: d, kg/cm2
quadrant of the coordinate systerr, were calculated for pine wood by
fourth power Eq. (62). The calculations were performed in a Minsk-1'-
digital computer. The initial data were the same as in plotting the
surfaces (Fig. 20) [36], '..e., c
o 
. 590 kg/cm2 , a90 W 4G kg/cm^, 045.100
kg/cm and T0.64 kgicm ` . The surface, plotted from 1200 points, the
45	 i
1fl^^l ^, Vt^ I r,^l: ^^
OF Po,, ,r
j
r +^
coordinates of which were calculated by Eq. (62), showed that the
strength criterion in the form of a fourth power polynomial approximates
the experimental data well, for such a strongly anisotropic material as
wood [891.
t,qOa
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Fig. 20. Equally hazardous stress surface for pine
wood.
Key:	 }gig/cm2
Part of a strength surface in the positive quadrant was given in
[51], in which normal stresses o
x
 and T y retain the same signs (positive).
The surface was plotted from an equation (criterion) proposed by I.I.
Gol'denblatt and V.N. Kopnov [521. This criterion can be considered a
generalisation of the quadratic equally hazardous state function tc a
special type of material, in which there is no inversion symmetry of
the strength characteristics. Test results presented in [51] showed
better correspondence of the criterion with experiment.
The experimental data of [511 were used by the authors of [89], to
plot a strength surface from the fourth power equation (see Section 6),
and for testing the convergence of this equation with test data. The
following initial data were used in the calculation [51]: c0=4300
kg/cm2 ; a 90 0 2800 kg/cm2 ; T O M 1000 kg/cm2 ; T 45 = 2120 kg/cm2.
The coordinates of the points of the strength surface from these
data and from the fourth power equation (Eq. (67)) were calculated in
the Minsk-14 digital computer at the Military Academy cf Logistics and
Transport. The following notat'_on was introduced for compilation. of
4E
1the calculation program: a x U X, Oy n Y, t xy n Z. Then, the value of Z from
Eq. (67) was expressed by X and Y in the following form:
i
L 	 U np Tu
-,k! 4- 1 . t	 =XT(a.
`	 r	 (79)
^M	 1	 (	 O.	 O!^	 T.^	 I
The machine solution of Eq. (79) consisted of determination of the
values of the ordinate 7 1
 of each point of the strength surface, based
on the assigned abscissas of this point
	
X 1 and Y 1 . Values of X1 and
Y 1
 were fed in at specific uniform intervals (steps), which were
0.020 0 on the X axis and 0.02c 90 on the Y axis.
With 0 o >0 a0 , the region of change in values of X 1 which satisfied
Ea. (79) is within 0,<Y1^,<00, but the values of Y  can semewhnt exceed
090'
Eq. (79) satisfies four values of Z 1 , i.e., fcur roots, of which
two roots can be real numbers of equal absolute value, but oppsite 	 /56
sign, and two can be complex numbers, or all four roots can be complex
numbers. The latter case concerns those values of the X S and Y 1 abscis-
sas, for which there are no points on the strength surface described by
Eq. (79). Therefore, the following order was adopted in solution of
this equation. For each value of the X 1 abscissa, in turn over equal
Intervals, the Y 1 abscissa was chanted, and all ordinates of points Zi
were calculated, until four complex roots were obtained. All postive
real roots of Eq. (79) are Z 1 ordinates cf points on the st^enRth sur-
face. Each pair of real values of Z11 (positive and negative) on the
machine printout corresponds to a pair of numbers which designates the
characteristic and mantissa of the desired value. The number of com-
plex roots of the equation also is indicated on the tape.
The surface presented in Fig. 21 was plotted in the positive quadrant
from points, the coordinates o1' which were calculated by the method
indicated above, by the fourth power strength criterion, 1.e., by Eq.
(79). Tt.e coordinates of 1200 Foints were calculated for plotting the
l u^face. The portion of the points with the same abscissas X1M0x was
connected by curved lines. In cider to compare the surface plotted by
the fourth power critericn (Fq. (67)) with experimental data, V.P.
Frotasov and '►'.N. Knpnov had tc plot points corresponding to these data
on the surface (Fig. 21). e'er this, individual valuez of X i and Y 1 were
fed in directly from the keytoard, and the ordinates of points Z1
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required for comparison of the calculated values with the experimental
data of 1511 were determined by F,q. (79). Everywhere, these points lay
quite close to the surface plotted by the fourth power criterion.
."Mt
Fig. 21. Equally hazardous two dimensional stress surface for
fiberglass laminate, plotted from fourth power criterion: •. [511
experimental data.
Key: a. kr/cr:2
The strength criterion in the form of a fourth power polynomial was
trius confirmed for fiberglass laminates by the experiments of [511.
The strength surfaces shown in Fig. 19 and 20 were plotted from the
results of testing variously oriented flat samples, and the surface
presented in Fig. 21 was plotted from the results of testing tubing.
In determination of the strength characteristics of anisotroric materials
in directions not coincident with the axes of symmetry, both test methods
are used. [28, 47, 84, 651 dealt with comparison of the results of
testing flat and tubular samples.
In comparing Ylg. 19 and 21, it can be concluded that the fourth
power polynomial describes the strength surface su f ficiently well in
both methods of obtaining experimental data.
There is interest In examination of the shat e of the stren gth sur- /58
face in the limitir.F transition to an isotropic material.
The strength surface of an isotropic materlal should r-ut out iden-
tical segments on the coordinate axes on which normal stresses a x and
0  are plotted (Fig. 22). The lire of intersection of this surface with
the vertical cccrdlnate plane (for example, curve 1 with o y M 0) rep resents
the Mohr envelop, and tre line of intersection of the surface with the
coordinate pane for which T xy S C (curve 2) is an elliptical curve (the
Mis es ellipse), In coordinates equal to the princlpal stresses. "cr.;e
48
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Fig. 22. Equally hazardous two
dimensional stress surface for iso-
tropic material (limiting transition).
a
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longitudinal a. and tangential
at stresses was determined from
the a i = f(e i ) curves, at points correspond-
ing to e0.2' The results of these tests
are presented in Table 10. In these ex-
periments, the principal stresses were in
the x and y axes of symmetry of the ma-
terial.
We compare the experimental data of
[53 1 with the quadratic strength functions
(see Section 5), for which we again determine
coefficients Aiktm in Eq. (29) in the fol-
lowing manner.
After substituting T xy=0 in Eq. (29),
we obtain
„Q.
a
i
idea of the actual shape of
curve 2 can be obtained, by
examining the results of bi-
axial tensile testing of roll-
ed steel samples. Such a curve
is plotted in Fig. 23 from the
experimental data of 1531 and
the fourth power strength crite-
rion.
Tubular samples of rolled /59
45 steel were tested by V.N.
Bastun and N.I. Chernyak 1531,
by combined internal pressure
and axial loading. The yield
stress as a result of senarate
f000	 2,700
a 6y, "Irm'
Fig. 23.	 Comparison of re-	
Aiutax ay -}- 2.A„^_axQ,= 1,sults of calculation by	 .... 
strength criteria and ex-
perimental data of 1531:
	 and we then determine the values of coef-
•. experimental data; x.	 ficients A	 from three tests, the dataquadratic Criterion calcula- 	 iktm
tion (Eq. (81)); curv y plot- of which are in Table 10:
ted by fourth power criterion
(Eq. (85))•
1) ax = 32,8 0;a0; a - ; A	 t	 t
Key:	 . k /cm2	 -	 "^• - Qo y	 g	
2) ay = 30,5 - j,0; ax = 0; 
A==-- - 
i
^
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n
t
3) ax
 = a — 29,0 = ad; 2A 11 +1 —	 _^ —
Ire	 ao	 a ;o
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(83)
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TABLE 10. HAZARDOUS PRINCIPAL STRESSES IN
TWO DIMENSIONAL STRESS (kg/cm2)
a 3neatpb%:emT
$d9NG7C•
153]
^ d oD } ^
a^ ¢ al
°t a °y ^	 °; ° °^
3350	 I 1 I	 3330
3785 1833 3620
1695	 1 3380 1390)q,,^
_ 160 2.10
J 3110	 1 0
3350	
f
2580	 ! 3320
2510 3283 2330
Key: a. Experiment [53 1 b. Calculation by Eq. (81)
where Od is the strength under equal biaxial tension.
After this, Eq. (29) takes this form
^J
	
aF 
	 1	 1	 1
rQ,vy l\ _ _ 	 (80)
	
00	 0 0 	ua	 °o	 a
or
tJ^^.^^	 JD, Jj ' Q.rQy 29 02	 3:>.bj	 3Q,J' (81)
The results of calculation of 0Y= 0 R by Eq. (81), obtained from the
quadratic criterion (Eq. (29)), are presented in the third column of
Table 10. In Fig. 23, they are marked by crosses and the experimental
data, by dots. The curve was plotted from the fourth power criterion.
For this, the following were assumed in Eq. (58): 0 12= 0 and
1) a— 0; all = (To= 32,8; a ,,, = Q, ;
1
2) all = O; Q , = ago = 30,5; a^^:z = 	 ;	 (82)
3)a ll
	
= a —,0; 2a	 1 3
	 1	 t
ii =	 d 29=	 ll,- 	
ad _ 00 T Qs*
With 01G = 0, Eq. (58) will have this form:
ta111tQx
^Qa 6:a1:.J = G2X —' G -4
 1 QxQy:
and, after substitution of the values of the coefficients from Eq.
(82) in it, it takes the following form:
50
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To plot the curve from Eq. (84), we assigned a variable value of
the ratio of the principal stresses K=ay/a X. By substituting ay=F'ax
In Eq. (84), we obtain the following equation, for finding the hazard-
ous value of a as a function of K:
x
a-	 1_i-K_A3
l Au 	 Ab _3 ^ I a, — ^y	 Awe I
TABLE 11. CALCULATION OF LIMIT CURVE
COORDINATES (FIG. , 3) BY EQ. (85)
K	 • I of I	 A` .. A(1i .
0 33.10 0	 t
0.:5 .100 P:'3
0,30 3 ,60 I `i0
0.75	 I 3345 2510
i	 011 N60 .19W
0 22135 33.10
1',;0 .445
5.00 II70 346
1.00	 I 8(" I	 3430
The results of calculation of a x = a t by Eq. (85) are presented in
Table 11, from which the curve of FiF. 2' was plotted. This curve is
a good approximation of the test. data. The results of calculation by
the quadratic criterion (x's) are close to the curve plotted from the
fourth power criterion, i . e . , by Eq. (A10.
Thus, with the principal stresses a x and a y, along the axes of sym-
metry of an orthotropic material with slight anisotropy, the fourth
power, criterion gives a curve, the outline of which is close to a Mises
ellipse, although Eq. (84) differs from Eq. (80). Pcth formulas fit 	 61
the experimental data well. A characteristic feature of f?(J. 00) anc.
(84) is that riot twe, but three initial experimentally determined values
of the characteristics of orthot.rople materials, _1 C , 0 40 and o d , are in-
elLied in them. This is due to the assumption that hydrostatic pressure
at'fects the hazardous st.ato of the material.
For an isotropic mat er • ia? , the following equation of limit curve
(84)
(85)
';1
42 (Fig. 22) is obtained from Eq. (80):
where a 0 is the hazardous stress in uniaxia). and a d is the hazardous
stress in equal biaxial tension (or compression).
For an isotropic material, Eq. (84) gives
^, aA a ^.^ } u r^^
	
(87)
In Eq. (86) and (87), the principal stresses a x and a y have the
same sign, as applied to the data of L531 and Fig. 23, but for an
isotropic material.
It is evident that formulas which contain: two initial values can
better approximate test results than conventional formulas, plotted on
the assumption of invariability of the hazardous state functions upon
addition of hydrostatic pressure, and which contain one such value.
The use of Eq. ( 8o) and (87) evidently can prove to be advisable,
in case accurate calculations are required. For metals, both equations
give approximately the same results, but the second has an advantage
if the material has low shearing strength.
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CHAPTER 3. ANISCTROPY OF STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA
8. Stren&th and Plasticity of Metals
The anisotropy of a pressure worked metal has been known for a very 162
long time [21]. The explanation of the anisotropy of pure metals and
solid solutions is that, during plastic deformation, the crystallites
take on the shape of elongated disks, and their crystallographic axes
become parallel to each other. This produces an oriented structure
(texture).
The nature of the anisotropy can vary, depending on the structure
of the metal. A minimum tensile strength at an angle to 45 0 to the
rolling direction is characteristic of rolled copper and aluminum.
The strength of brass decreases gradually away from the rolling direc-
tion, and it reaches a minimum in the transverse direction. The trans-
verse strength of zinc is greater than in the rolling direction (Fig.
24).
Tension is the most convenient
method of testing the degree of aniso-
tropy of a metal. Not only the
strength, but the elastic limit and
yield stress, as well as the plasticity
characteristics display anisotropy un-
der tension. In this case, the degree
of anisotropy differs for different
characteristics, and it can he differ-
ent under tension and compression.
The tensile and compressive strength
characteristics of an aluminum-magnesium
alley are presented in Table 12 [23].
Almost all the strength characteristics /63
of this alloy are lower tinder tension
and higher under compression in the
rolling direction than in the perpen-
dicular direction.
Curves (Fig. 25) were plotted from
the data of Table 1" and by Eq. (4Q),
which show that the nature of anisotropy
of this alloy is completely different
under tension and under compression.
Fig. 24. polar diagram of
tensile strength c B of
rolled nonferrous metal sheet,
plotted from data of [21]: 1.
zinc; 2. pure copper; 3. brass.
Key: a. kF/mm2
b. Rolling direction
Fig. 26 shows curves of the change in strength of rolled aluminum
sheet after annealing and recrystallizaticn. The strength along and
across the rolling direction is nearly the same but, as a result of
the different texture, the strength of sorie sheets on the diagonal was
higher and, for others, lower, than in the rolling direction.
Data on the anisotropy of the mechanical properties of cold rolled
aluminum under tension are presented in Table 13 [54]. Tn this case,
all the mechanical properties are most characteristic at an angle of
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TABLE 12. TFNSII.E AND COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
CHARACTERISTICS CF ALUMINUM-MAGNESIUM ALLOY
1	 _ •%CtFAeMMY	 i	 lwa nUe
pshte; ^tctmnv npom" vcra. tr •r e i_	 _ra7 C N!^'r^t..eNMe n npOlfa1a. ;`IAd
_SL
0 
1
1	 43	 1	 4	 I	 0 I 45
1	 I
eflpele., enp} roeTH n,, ,m	 I 8,5 I	 5.3	 ?.4	 10.4 I 6.3
f ;lpe^-&7 irr,%vecrH 0,,.,	 14.0	 11.7	 ^,I	 20.3	 o, t4
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Key: a. Strength character-
istic, kg/mm2
b. Tension
c. Compression
d. Angle to rolling
direction, degrees
e. Elastic limit a0,02
f. Yield stress a0.2
g. Strength a 
45 0 to the rolling axis (see Fig. 24, curve
2, and Fig. 25, curve 6).
The Fig. 27 curves were plotted by	 /64
Eq. ( 1 11) and (49), for Ergal aluminum alloy
[551• As is evident from this figure, both
equations give Fractically coincident results.
The anisotropies of the ultimate strength
aP and the yield stress 00.2 of Avional
aluminum alley are compared in Fig. 28.
T:.e curves were plotted by Eq. (49), rased
on the data of [55].
Anisotropy of the ultimate strength
and yield stress of domestic light alloys
were investiated in the greatest detail
in [12, 13, W. Samples were cut from
hot extruded 42x250 nm cross section strips,
at various angles to the axes of symmetry
in the planes of extrusion and in the two
vertical planes of symmetry of the stress.
The ultimate strength a B anisotropy proved
to be most significant in the plane of the
sheet. (Fig. 29 a). Through the strip, i.e.,
in the planes perpendicular to the sheet and
parallel to the direction of extrusion, con-
siderable anisotropy of yield stress a,.2
was found (Fig. 29 c).
1	 I
1
o:0
Fig. 25. Anisotropy
of tensile (solid
curves) and compressive
(dashed curves) strength
char y 	-ristics of alu-
minum-u.-Unesium alloy:
1 and 2. elastic limit
a 0.02 ; 3 and 4. yield
stress 
a0.2; 5 and 6.
strength aF,
Key: a. kg/mm`
Eq. (49) Has tested by F.G. Miklyayev and Ya.B. Friedman, as applied
to the strength characteristics of light alloys, and it demonstrated good
convergence with the experimental data, i,,cluding directions not in the
planes of symmetry of the material.
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Fig. 26. Curves of change
of tensile strength of roll-
ed aluminum sheet after an-
nealing and recrystalliza-
tion, plotted by Eq. (49):
o • & x experimental
data of [23].
Kc y : a. kg/mm`
TABLE 13. TENSILE ANISOTROPY OF MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM
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Key: a. Mechanical property
b. Angle with rolling direction, degrees
c. Yield stress akg/mm^
d. Ultimate strength og, kg/mm`
e. Relative elongation b,
f. Relative waist Q,, T
Thus, the experimental data of many authors on the anisotropy of
the strength and plasticity characteristics of metals confirm the
applicability of Eq. (49), which originated from the fourth power cri-
terion and permits study of the anisotropy of a material to be limited
to experimental determination of the characteristic under study in three /65
directions: longitudinal, transverse and diagonal.
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Fig. 27. Tensile anisotropy
of Ergal aluminum alloy:
dashed curves plotted by Eq.
(41), solid curves by Eq.
(49); o. average test results.
Key: a. kg/mm2
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The results of study of the aniso-
tropy of the impact strenth of aluminum
alloys were presented in 561. A
formula similar to Eq. (49) was pro-
posed for this purpose in [411. It
approximates the curves of change in
impact strength with less accuracy
than the strength characteristic curves
but, practically, this equation is suit-
able for approximate decision on the
anisotropy of the impact strength of a
metal.
The nonmetallic inclusions in the
majority of rolled metals increase
anisotropy and, in the opinion of some
authors, they are its basic cause
C571. In pressure working, the non-
metallic inclusions are elongated and
distributed in the rolled sheet in the
fors of thin films which form the so
called line structure. The nature of
the anisotropy of such a metal is near-
ly Ghat of laminated materials with
thin interlayers. Its failure
frequently occurs along the planes
parallel to the plane of the sheet,
i.e., along the "line."
It is characteristic of the line
structure that the ultimate strength
always is greatest in the "fiber" direc-
tion of the metal and the least in the
transverse directions.
The results of study of the aniso-
tropy of cold rolled line structure
steel with various degrees of cold work-
ing were presented in [581. The purpose
of this investigation was to study
the causes of the development of "ears"
(festoons), which result in defective
products in the production of rolled
steel cartridge cases by deep drawing.l
The development of ears is associated
with the fact that the metal is drawn 	 /EF
easier in some directions and 'Less
easily in others, which characterizes
anisotropy of the plastic properties.
This phenomenon has been noted in cop-
per, copper-nickel alloy, brass and
steel sheet.
,0 0
	
:0
	
4u
Fig. 28. Ultimate strength QE
(1) and yield stress ao 2 (2)
curves of Avional aluminum al-
loy: o. average test results.
Key: a. kg/mm2
1The deformations resulting in ear formation were studied theoretically
by Hill [59].
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Fig. 30. Polar diagram of
ultimate strength Qg of roll-
ed steel vs. degree of cold
working (%), from data of
Radvan; cross hatched strips,
actual scatter of experimental
data
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Fig. 29. Polar diagrams of ultimate strength a  and
yield stress 
a0.2 of magnesium alloy vs. sample cut
direction: a. in molding plane; b. in plane perpen-
dicular to sheet; c. in plane perpendicular to sheet
and parallel to molding direction; curves plotted by
Eq. (49); o and •. average test results.
Key: d. kg/mm2
The results of studies by M.
Radvan [583 are presented in polar
coordinates in Fig. 30-32. The angle
between the direction of the ears and
the rolling direction depends on the
extent of preliminary cold working of
the metal. This prompted Radvan to
study experimentally the anisotropy of
mechanical properties of cold rolled
steel with various degrees of cold
working. Samples were cut in the planes
of the sheet, every 15 0 in seven direc- /67
tions from the rolling direction. The
uniformity of the metal was carefully
monitored, by cutting samples in one
orientation from four different places
in the sheet. In the initial state
(before rolling), i.e., with 0% cold
working, the sheet had low anisotropy,
which was noticeable only on the diagram
of relative elongation d (Fig. 31).
Radvan considers the basic cause
Key: a. Rolling direction
	
of anisotrcpy, especially with a high
degree of cold working (over 70%) to
be, not the texture, but the fiber structure of the metal, in which
cementite and nonmetallic inclusions are separated out on the grain
faces, forming a kind of film separating the fibers. With more than
70% cold working, this fiber or line structure results in failure
of samples, drawn at more than a 45 0 angle to the direction of rolling
of the metal, along areas parallel to the fibers, which is charac-
teristic mainly of such strongly anisotropic fibrous materials as wood.
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Fig. 31. Polar diagram
of relative elongation b
of rolled steel vs. degree
of cold working (%).
Key: a. Rolling direction
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With a very high degree of cold work-
ing (85%), the ultimate strength perpen-
dicular to the rolling direction (a=900)
decreases appreciably (Fig. 30). In this
case, the relative waist also decreases.
The material displays a tendency towards
brittle failure, which is characteristJc
of all laminated materials stretched
perpendicular to the layers.
The anisotropy of metals develops
considerably more strongly at reduced test
temperatures than under normal conditions.
Deep cold near absolute zero has a par-
ticularly powerful effect. The curves of
change in ultimate strength and yield
stress of cold rolled stainlesF steel
shown in Fig. 33 were plotted from the
experimental data of [60] by Eq. (49),
or. the assumption of orthogonal strength
anisotropy (a diagram of samples cut from
the sheet is shown at the bottom of the
figure. In plotting the curves, it was
assumed that the strength can differ at
a=45° and a = 135`, only because of non-
uniformity of the metal. Therefore, the
value of a 45 in Ea. (49) was calculated
as the arithmetic average of the ex-
perimental data presented by the authors,
for angles a = 45 1 and a=135°. As is evi-
dent from the figure, a low test temper-
ature increases the anisotropy of the
strength characteristics of rolled steel, /68
without disturbing the orthogonal sym-
metry of the material or increasing uhe
absolute values of the characteristics.
Fig. 32. Polar diagram of
relative waist * of cross	 It was shown in [23, 56, 61, 621 that
section vs. degree of cold	 anisotropy of impact strength a n can be
working (%); cross hatched 	
very substantial. Thus, according to the
strips, actual scatter of	 data of [56], the value of a of sal"pies
experimental data.	 n
of aluminum alloy extruded parallel to
Key: a. Rolling direction	 the width is twice that of samples parallel
b. kg/mm	 to the thickness and almost four times
les° than an of specimens parallel to the
length. The anisotropy of the impact strength of rolled steel, with a
line structure due tc nonmetallic inclusions, is still more substantial.
According to the data of [61], the impact strength of transverse samples
of structural steel is only 27.9% of the impact strength of longitudinal
san.ples.
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FiE. 33. Effect of low
temperatures on anisotro;^y
of mechanical pro;.erties of
colc rol l ed stainless steel:
1. ultimate strength crB at
low temperature (-235° C);
yield stress e at low temper-
ature (- 3`> 0 ('); 3. ultimate
strength o b at normal temper-
ature (+:5° C): 4. yield stress
al at normal temperature (+a2 1"0 C);
•. average test results.
Key: a. kF,/c".
b. polling direction
Curves plotted from the data	 169
of H. Hoover [621 are presented in
Fig. 34. As is seen from this
figure, the impact strength aniso-
tropy (curve 3) is more significant
than the tensile strength aniso-
tropy (curves 1 and 2). Rolled
steel was tested by H. Hoover in
various directions from the rolling
direction. Part of the steel strips
(batch I) was rolled only longitudi-
nally, in which the length of the
rolled strips was 210 times the
length of the ingot. The remain-
ing steel strips (batch II) were
obtained by first rolling longi-
tudinally (the slab length was 13
times the length of the ingot) and,
then, in the perpendicular direc-
tion (the length of the slab in-
creased 19 times). No damage or
defect was found on the surface
of the strips here. The strength
anisotropy of the batch II steel
was low. The critical point of
standard samples oo/v90=1.1.
H. Hoover tested arisotropic	 /70
steel strip on specimens in the
form of bars with a deep notch
drilled at the end of the "otch.
These samples were tested at various
angles of inclination of the break-
ing force to the rolling; direction
of the strip, with the notch always
remaining perpendicular tc the break-
ing force. Two types of material
were tested. Hatch I steel under-
went preliminary rolling; in one
direction before testing, and batch
I1 steel differed from the batch I
steel only in that it was rolled
in two mutually perpendicular direc-
tions.
The ordinates of curves 1, 2
anO 3 (Pig. 3 4 ) were calculated by
Ec. (49). Qu'_te close correspond-
ence was obtained between the cal-
culaticn and test data. Evidently,
Lecause of insignificant aniso-
tropy of the elastic properties of
rolled steel, the differences in
stresses of differently crientel
samples was neFliFible in these
tests. -he stress concentration;
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Fig. 34. Rolled steel strength
vs. angle a of inclination of
force to rolling direction (from
data of H. Hoover): 1,2. failure
force P for batch I and II steel;
3. failure work A for batch I
steel.
factor, which changed the more as a
fun,tion of the direction of the
tensile force the greater the differ-
ence in the moduli of elasticity E
along and across the rolled product,
remained almost constant in this
case. 'Therefore, it turned out that
Eq. (49), derived for the stress
characteristics in simple uniform
stresses, is approximately valid in
complex stresses, in which the test
situation hardly changes with change
in orientation of the sample.
The phenomenon of cold short-
ness of steel, which gives metal-
lurgists many troubles, as far as
we know, has not been investigated
in connection with its anisotropy.
Meanwhile, in comparing the sharp
reduction in plastic properties
(see Fig. 31) and the decrease in the
transverse impact strength of rolled
sheet (Fig. 34) with the fact that
low temperatures promote an increase
in anisotropy of the yield stress
and ultimat` strength of steel (Fig.
33), it can be proposed that aniso-
trcpy, especially with a line struc-
ture, can be a factor which con-
tributes to the cold shortness of
rolled steel.
Key: a. P, kg
	 b. A, kg•m	
It is known [637 that metals
which crystallize in a simple hexag-
onal system have more clearly pronounced cold shortness, for which the
anisotropy after cold rolling also is displayed most highly [21, 581-.
The cold shortness phenomenon has not been found in pure metals with a
cubic lattice [63]. As a rule, their anisotropy also is negligible
[21, 58].
The hypothesis waF expressed in 163 1, that cold shortness was absent
in lure metals and that the brittle transition temperature decreased
with decrease in ncnretallic impurities in rolled steel. Yet, the
anisotro^ ,y of steel depends strongly on the presence of' impurities, and
it decreases with a decrease in impurities 164, 57 1j. More than that,
it certainly would be incorrect to consider anisotropy the only cause
of cold shortness. The question of the effect of anisotropy, especial- /"1
l.y with the line structure, on cold shortness of steel requires thorough
experimental investigation.
Cast steel also displays reduced impact strength, an elevated cold
shortness threshold temperature [tjj and anisotropy of the mechanical
properties. [t;5; dealt with study of the anisotropy of cast steel.. The
tv
tendency towards anisotropy of mechanical properties of a cast metal
Is observed only with P_ columnar structure. Anisotropy develops espe-
cially strongly in the plasticity characteristics. Ingots of C27
chrome ferrite steel were studied. Transverse waist V of samples cut
parallel to the direction of growth of the columnar crystals in a round
cross section ingot turned out to be almost twice the waist of specimens
perpendicular to this direction. In the direction of the cylinder
generatrix, waist * was still smaller (by a few percent). The ultimate
strength and yield stress displayed no appreciable anisotropy. The
true ultimate strength S k (of the fracture neck cross section) dis-
played just as significant anisotropy as the relative transverse waist
*. Annealing had practically no effect on the anisotropy of C27 steel.
For 35 carbon steel, anisotropy of the slab was found 'n determination
of the yield stress, but annealing removed this anisotropy.
TABLE 14. TENSILE ANISOTROPY OF MECHANIZAL
PROPERTIES OF CAST STEEL
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b. C;7 steel	 e. ` r:i: diar. •.eter sarrjj les•
	
steel	 rn!rin strain rats:
Some data 2'ren t6 1^ are presented 1r. 'able 1^. The letters x, Y
and z designate the axes of assured symmetry of r:echar.icai F:rcperties
of a cylindrical ir.rot . The s axis coincides w'_th the Feneratrix of
the cylinder, the x axis witl: the directicr: ei' the radius of a circular
Lr`oss section, i.e., with the direCt4C% of ^-rowth or C alunj,ar crystals,
and the y axis with the tangent to the circur:.fe:`ence.
T	 1; r(	 s ,^ .?Co on cf t he inF.Ct, the y axis^ii ^t:e	 ia. e ^-`_ a (.' 'a ..,ve rSG C `CSC
is	 r;r	 :_-	 r	 a^	 i	 crys tal	,A't} .	 To r(;ctde fl-Or'..fl-Or'
_^ ^.e.t;er,^!_. u a• tc the c:, ect er. cf cr5• 	 rr _
the data of	 in thin case, cast steel C('si: to	 ap- :'cxi-
nate.	 as	 r:ate:,, a_ kit!: cy,in+lr • ica! ar.isct:`c; y. The r:acha::acal
al
properties (especially V and Sk) differ for the three directions of the
x, y and z axes.
Impact strength a  in testing samples, the axis of which (x) is
parallel to the crystal growth direction, was approximately twice that
in the case of coincidence of the axis of the samples with the longitu-
dinal z a; l;. This difference is completely understandable, if the
colunnat 5Lructure is likened to a fibrous structure. The placement of
the fibers along the x axis, i.e., along theradii of the ingot cress
section, makes this direction, the length of which is parallel tc the
x axis, the strongest in the sample. In bending perpendicular to the
x axis, the impact strength proves to be the highect. The location of
the x axis perpendicular to the axis of bent impact specimens con-
siderably decreases ak.
9. .Strength of Nonmetals
Laminated wood plastics (M). The results of compression tests of
three types of plastic DS --B, 17SF'-V and r1: -G) in different directions
with respect to the outside ply fibers were presented in 	 DSTF-t3
plastic is composed cf layers of veneer with the fibers mutually per-
pendicular and 20 times more layers of veneer are stacked in the out-
side ply fiber direction than perpendicular to it. D F-V plastic has
the fibers of all adjacent layers of veneer perpendicular to each other,
i.c., the number of longitudinallti and cross stacked layers is the sar':e.
lis p -G plastic has a "star" structure, with the fibers in adjacent veneer
layers at an angle of 30" with each. other.
a ;^d
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	 z,'esu.ts O.' laminated wood
*,last'.. corpress 1.c,n testn:	 o, X.
experirre%tal aata Qf t
L 63
The results of cer.r)ression
tests of D"P are compared with
curves plotted by tensorial Ea.
•':9 ) in T'ig	 plas-
tic, the coincidence of this
curve with test data was even
better than 1r. llottinF the cor-
respondinc cu.-ve by the correla-
tion equation obtained 1.n [F].
The resultz of shearinr
strength determinat i cr: in var i-
cusl,, oriented areas of several
t;Zes of wood plastic were pre-
sented in the wcrh of Kkk ..nann
rtit'.	 he tests were done by
yey:wez'th j r, a device sim_lar to
that to which shearir.F testa of
stee l_ rods usLa.ly are done. The
results of testing of 20 identical
sar..F-lea were averaged and j ict-
ted cr: a graph as one join'.-. "'>>e
Fraphs of Feylwerth, which he
=:lotted f-r-M the results of tes`_-
inf, bc:ec" :.m i hated wood p i zist :c
u
a,
c.
r ,
Sch-T-Bu-20, which approximately corresponds
to the structure of DSP-B plastic, consist-
ing of 20 parallel veneer layers ; are pre-
sented in Fig. 36 and 37. The explanation
of the maximum on the continuous curve of
Fig. 36 evidently is that :tutting the fibers
of natural wood, parallel plywood [22] and
Sch-T-Bu-20 beech plastic of similar structure
to it re q uires the g,eatest forces when it
is not done at right angles, but at an acute
angle to the fiber direction. This is con-
firmed by the results of shearing tests of
plywood [2LJ, where the maximum resistance
occurs at an angle of approximately 45-500
to the outside ply fiber direction.
Fig.	 36.	 Shearing test The practical use of laminated wood
results of Sch-T-Bu-20 plastics in machine building,
	 for gear produc-
lamirated beech wood tion in particular, raises the problem of
plastic from Keylwerth: producing type DSP-G plastic of transversely
T B .	 shearing strength; isctr,pic
	 (star)	 structure, with the optimum
solid curve plotted by angle between the fiber directions in ad-
Eq.	 (49);	 dashed curve, iacent	 layers	 [82].
by empirical formula;
According to the data of P.E.
	
Pyudik
cross hatched strip, (Fig.	 38),	 the highest tensile streng*h re-
actual scatter of test
sults	 with DSP-G-45 and DSP-G-60, 	 i.e., with
results.
adjacent veneer layers laid at angles of 45
Key:	 a.	 kg/cm' or 60 0 .	 There is practically no differencein the strengths of these two structures.
Calculations have shown [82] that, 	 for all
grades of DSP-G studied except DSP-G-90, the change in strength as a
function of angle of inclination of the outside ply fit . ers is ex-
plained only by the scatter of the experimental data, and that averag-
ing these data in accordance with the transverse isotropy hypothesis
is	 statistically ,justified.
Thus, the theorer: of V.L. Qerman (see Section 1) is experj.mentally
verified for the strength characteristics of wood materials if, in
accordance with the assumptions substantiated in Chapter 2, it i.° ccn-
sidered that the strength characteristics correspond to a fourth order
tensor.
Fiberglass plastics. The anisotropy of fiberglass plastics is
determined by the method of reinforcing them and, as a rule, it cor-
responds to the orthogonal symr,.etry calculation scheme.
In oriented fiberglass plastics, the optimum is living the glass
reinforcement along the paths of action of the principal normal stresses
in parts. Parallel winding or laying fibers in a single direction is
-.used primar:Liy in units which experience uniaxia2 stress. In fiber-
;;lass cloth reinforced sheet fiberglass plastics, the direction of the
principal stresses is assumed to coincide with the direction of the
warp of the cloth z, which corresponds to the greatest strength and
rigidity of the r:aterial.
q	 -4
Fn:
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'JJ
Fig. 37. Shearing test
results of laminated
beech wood plastic from
Keylwerth: solid curve
plotted by Eq. (49);
dashed curve, by em-
pirical formula; cross
hatchPd strip, actual
scatter of test results.
Key: a. kg/cm`
Deviation of the axis of symmetry of the /75
material from the direction assigned by tho
builder, sometimes called cross grain, can
strongly affect the strength of a X •art made
of an anisotropic material in some cases.
This effect can be esttmated by Eq. (49) and
(50).
Three possible cases of deviation of
the y and z axes of symmetry of sheet fiber-
glass plastic are shown in Fig. 3q, which
affect sheet strength differently under prin-
cipal stress Q , in its plane.
	 Even with a
small angle a, the decrease in strength is
ap^reciable, when there is an error in stack-
ing the cloth (Fig. 39 a). The cross grain
shown in Fig. 39 b has comparatively little
effect on the static strength of fiberglass
plastic. Another kind of cross grain (F1g.
39 c) quite strongly decreases the fatigue
strength. In this case, it is recommended
that both surfaces of the sheet be covered
with a protective layer of cloth [351.
All three cases of cross grain can be
either provided by the production technology
or develop	 as a result of random errors.
I
In fiberglass reinforced fiberglass plastics (for example, SVAN1), 	 /76
the strength is very highly reduced, even at small angles a between the
primary reinforcing direction and the direction of tension (Fig. 39 a).
We will consi:er the primary reinforcing direction of SVAY to be along
the z axi. (Fig. ^9 a). We consider the cy plane to be the glass veneer
stacking plane. The reasons for which cross grain, (Fig;. 9 a) is hazard-
ous for SVA V are elver from consideration of Fig. 40. Tensile strength
anisotropy curves of SVAM, with different ratios of mutually perpendicular
fibers in the plane of the sheet, are sh-:1wri in this `igure. With a 1:1?
fiber ^atio ('curve 1), ever, a small deviation of the 	 axis (primary
fiber placement, from which a is reckoned in the figure) from the direc-
tion ci tE:asion (for example, at =5 0 ) decreases the strength Uy more
than 10f. This cannot be disregarded in building unidir •ectlonally	 /7'
wound fiberglass plastic products.
With mutually - • erpendicular .tacking of the same amount of fiber
(SVAM, 1:1), the anisotropy is most pronounced urider ension (Fig. 41).
'Aith shearing (curve ), the anisotropy levels cut, and the direction
of greatest. strength is nearly dll aFonal. For cold cure: fiberglass
plastic cloth (Fir. 4.), the tensile anisotropy also has a Freater ef-
fect than in shearing or compression.
` Anisotropic fiberglass material, produced by the Leningrad Lnmirated
Flastics p lant, is abbreviated L,1'AM.
Co.	 a
►F: a
fJOP
++w
+J	 :o	 0	 :.7	 .^	 sa
Fig. 38. Tensile test results of
PSF-G of varied structure (from
data of F.E. I'yudik) :	 1. PS F-0-1'
DSF-G- 10; j. PSI'-G- 10	 4.
DSF-G-60; 5. PSI'-G -75. Dst'-0-00.
Key: a. kg/ em'
Piagonal specimens, the st renf;th of
the binder and, there`'.)re, L", n many
especially convenient here.
The question of the methoei
of determinaticn of the strength
characteristics of ar.isotropic
materials has been raised repeat-
edly in the literature, in par-
ticular, those of fiberglass plas-
tics under tension in directions
whi^h do not coincide with the
axes of elastic symmetry of the
material. Confirmation of the
necessity of testing only tubular
specimens instead of the tradition-
al flat specimens, the axis of
whict, is at some angle to the axis
of symmetry of the material, has
recently been appearing more and
r%Ore Often.
This question is important 	 ';A
for both fiberglass plastics and
for all.,nisotropic materials, since
all data available in the literature
on the elastic properties and
strength characteristics have been
obtained primarily on flat. samples.
Flat samples are convenient. in
determination of the 07ree of
anisotropy of mechanic:1 properties
of the material of large sized
items and in testing.  the effect of
the production technology on the
properties of fiberglass plastics.
:xh:ch depen:is on the pr• overt ies of
Purely technological fRctors, Ire
Theoretical assumptions based
to the st;rter •,ent t hat , in study of
strength on the ani-lc' the sample is
samples . Thus, V. L. 'Biderm:In [ nl
to failure of the glass filaments a
cannot be ur.ili:-ed w'_th flat same]
around which failure starts as a re
from the binder go out the sides of
cn the "cut filament" concept lead
the dependence of fiber •f-lass plastic
cut car:nct be employed with flat
writ !, s t h:rt points which correspond
t angles other t hnn a=0" and a=110°
es, sine the ends of the filamer:ts
salt of detachment of the fi lament s
the sample.
The PxIerimental data of (85] dispute the statement. of V.I . Rider-
man e cn the mature' cf the frilurc of snrple:;, the rixis of wh.'.ch :Ices
trot coincide with the axes of symmetry of the fiterglass rlast.ic. The
failure of flat diaj-or.:rl samples, recor• dod by moan: of frar:e by frame
phut ogvaphy, begins with the devvic, rr..ent. c f cracks in the center of the
San:;., : e, en which t he t r• eat es t normal stresses act .	 In a detal lei In-
%,e.-,t igat. Ion, the edve areas of a stret ched diagonRl sample proved to be
under loaded. The exist once of the underloadecl edge areas, • he W1 dths
cif whi: h devend on t he 1'iberrla.sr rlast is st r • r:: t.ure rand is the r"eate ^r.
t 
a .'	 s
Fig. 3Q. Three possi-
ble cases of deviation
of y and z axes of sym-
metry of fiberglass
cloth plastic vs. di-
rection of tension Ti:
warp of cloth; Y.
weft of cloth.
for fiberglass laminate, was convincingly
demonstrated in [85], by means of the polar-
ization optical method of study of stresses.
The edge effect, which was described in [01],
evidently is associated with sample damage
during mechanical treatment, and not with the
effect of cut filaments.
A new explanation of the lower strength
041; at an angle of 45 0 to the warp in flat
samples than in testing tubing, based on the
experimentally proved existence of underloaded
areas in diagonal samples of textolite, was
confirmed by study of the c:ependence of Q4,
oil sample width [85]. Increasing with in-
crease in sample width (with a constant 3:1
length to width ratio), 045 cf fiberglass
laminate reaches the highest values with a
70 mm sample width acid, of type SVAY oriented
fiberglass plastics, with a 15mm width [85].
Thus, the testing of flat samples at least
15 mm wi'e, with a length to width ratio of
a`_ least 3 1281, is completely justified for
oriented fiberglass plastics.
c 4.)	
---1 ':5.
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[84] conduete^ extremely interesting tests of anisotropic fiberglass
laminates at various angles to tt-e reinforcing, fiber- direction. These
tests were performed oil 	 in which the axes of symmetry of the
material coincide with the axes of symmetry of the tube. The tubes
were subjected to longitudinal forces, internal pressure and torque.
It was considered here that the stress in the tube was linear and that-
the principal stress acted at a specific angle to the fibers. From
the tube testing results, the authors obtain considerably higher elas-
tic constants E ar.d u acid strengths 	 than Ln tensile testing of flat
specimens in directions which do not coinc_de with the axes of symmetry
of the material.
based on these tests, the auti;crs of [841 sta t e that study of the
strength and elastic properties of flat samples of anisotropic rein-
forced materials in dirFCtions other tt:ran the reinforcing fiber direc-
tion results in ob •.dining distorted results.
It was s!.,wri in 	 oil that study of the elastic properties of
anisctrol , ic reinforced fibers-lass Mastics in direct ions other than the
reinforcing fifer Prection, on flat samples of sufficient Muth and
r^;er quality A production, gives satisfactory results. The question
is important, since the use of flat samples per.Ut5	 tc.ts of
the material of large structures, without introducing the unavoidki,le
orrors contributed by the dif Crence in the	 ;•roce-ses cr
producing fiat and tubular fiberglass plastic samples. Tile f1Rt ERr—
pie's at a	 angle t	 the ri ors, :.,ce,'ic'.by "'''" [All-',' p ion :'tste
Standards] ` b"O -bl and ` t, . ^-rl for Iaminat 1 u­­ , 1 5 nl vwn ^ ? ,	 a.' :
C1
f,.w	 _T
1	 ^	 I
1
I	
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Fig. 41. Aniso-
tropy of tensile
strength a  (curve
1) and shearing
strength T B (curve
.') of epoxyphenol
binder SVAM with
1:1 fiber ratio;
curves plotted by
Eq. (49).
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Fig. 40. Aniso-
tropy of tensile
strength a B of
FD-o epoxyphenol
binder SVAM with
fiber ratio: 1.
1:13;	 1:5; 3 -
1:1; curves plot-
ted by Eq. (4a).
Key: a. kg/cm`
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Fig. 42. Anisotropy of
tensile strength aB
(curve 1), compressive
strength o  (curve 2)
and shearing strength TB
(curve 3) of rN-1 poly-
ester binder cold cured
fiberglass plas l,lc; curves
plotted by Fq. (49).
Key: a. kg/cry`
	 Key: a. kg/em`
DSF, requires furt.he. , study of the effect cf sample width and shape on
the values of the mechanical strength characteristics determined. Of
course, the tubular ;ample test method is unsuitable for both laminated
and natural wood.
It is not always correct to decide the strength of fiberglass plas-
tic from its mechanical characteristics in the plane of the sheet alone.
Laminated fiberglass plastics, just like wood, have very poor resistance
to shearing along thedyers, i.e., to interlayer shearing. The inter-
layer shearing strength depends basically on the binder, and it is
determined by the fiberglass production technology.
lnfortunately, the interlayer shearing strength of the material is
not always indicated under industrial conditions. The high tensile
strength of fiberglass plastics along the fibers, accepted by a builder
without consideration of the property anisotropy and low shearing
strt, nEth, can only result in discrediting this extremely promising r:a- 	 /80
terial.
I<7
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The results of study of the bending strength of various domestic
fiberglass plastics (AG-4S, 27- 63S,• EF-32-301) were presented in [67,
681, and it was found that the ratio of the interlayer shearing strength
to the tensile strength along the fibers changes from 0.03 to 0.12.
Consequently, in bending fiberglass plastic samples, in which the neu-
tral layer is parallel to the layers of the material (fiberglass cloth
or veneer), failure can be of a fundamentally different nature. The
cause of failure can turn out to be. either maximum normal stresses
o 
max parallel to the glass fiber on the outsides of a hazardous cross
section of the sample, or maximum tangential stresses Tmax on the neu-
tral layer of the sample, i.e., along the binder layer under interlayer
shearing conditions.
Depending on the height to span
ratio of the sample cross section,
failure can occur, either because
the stresses amax exceed the longi-	 /81
tudinal tensile (compressive) strength
0 0 , or because stresses Tmax under
lower loads turn out to equal the
interlayer shearing strength.
The results of the tests of Rose
L671 of AG-4S fiberglass plastic, with
different ratios of the fibers laid
along and across the length of the
sample,	 are shown in rig.	 43.	 In
the conventional symbols, the number
N,.^. 
I^
of fibers laid along the sample axist is indicated first.
	 The rays connect
test result points.
	 The cross sectiono r r""'^'b 21 11 to span A ratio
	 of the test sample
Fig.	 43.	 Nature of failure of is given on each ray.	 Ray2H/R=0.1
fiberglass plastics by bending corresponds to a sample according to
(from data of Fose);
	 fiber ratio
	
U:'ST 4643-5(l,	 in which failure of
shown by figures after conven- materials with considerable anisotropy
tional symbols of test results; occurred by shearing (shearing along
results corresponding to sample the	 layer).	 At	 2111k=0.2,	 all the ma-
splitting along; layer rioted by terials failed by shearing upon bend-
solid symbols. ing.	 It follows from these data that
the results of bending tests of aniso-
Key:	 a.	 k/mm'	 b.	 kg tropic fiberglass plastics must be
approached critically.
	 For determina-
tion of the interlayer shearing (shearing along the layer)	 strength,
bending tests of samples with a larger height to span ratio
	 (2H/Q,>0.2)
can be recommended,
	 in which failure occurs only due to tangential stresses
alone; the neutral layer of the beam (iig.	 43).
10. :',after of Strength characteristic:;
It i, known that the results of mechanical testing of various aniso-
tropic materials (wood, plywood, oriented fiberglass plastics) are dis-
b6
tinguished by substantial scatter. For fiberglass plastics, the scatter
of the results is especially large in testing in the reinforcing direc-
tion. It decreases in testing samples, the axis of which is inclined
at some angle to the reinforcing fiber direction.
P•
-,3	 -
Cr
a
Fig. 44. Distribution of compressive strength
characteristics of fiberglass cloth plastic.
Key: a. kg/cm`
The distribution of the compressive strength characteristics (COST
4651- 4 9) of samples of cold cured PN-1 binder fiberglass plastic cloth
are shown in Fig. 44 C38, 691. The cumulative frequencies of strength
o B of samples, the axes of which coincide with the warp (a=0 0 ) and weft
(a=90 0 ) are plotted on normal probability paper, and angle a =L 5 0 is
compared with these directions. For all three cases, the points are
located nearly on a straight line. This does not contradict the assump-
tion of normal distribution of the experimental data. Five percent
probability intervals are plotted here for average straight lines. The
slcpe of the resulting straight lines to the abscissa, which approxi-
mately cnaracterizes the scatter of the results, is approximately the
same for angles a of 0 and 90 0 but, for angle a =11 5 0 , this slope is	 182
significantly greater. This indicates a considerably smaller scatter
of the diagonal sample test results than those of the longitudinal and
transverse samples.
This has a very simple explanation, based on consideration of the
anisotropy cf the material. Curve 2 (Fig. 42) shows the change in
compressive strength of this fiterglass plastic as a function of the
angle of inclination of the fiters a. Near a= 115 0 , the curve is nearly
horizontal but, around angles a of 0 and 90 0 , it is steeper. If it is
assured that the scatter of the test results is determined primarily
by error in orientation of the samples, the decrease of this scatter
at a-45 0 is explained by consideration of this curve. Even a +5 0 error
in orientation of the sample axis does not result in a change in the
value of vB near angle a=45 0 . For the lon gitudinal and transverse
60
samples, such an error can change the strength. In tensile testing of
SVAM with a 1:13 fiber ratio (Fig. 40), a 5 0
 error in orientation of a
longitudinal sample can reduce the strength by almost 10%.
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Fig. 4 5. Distribution of tensile strength
characteristics of pine wood.
Key: a. kg/cm`
This effect shows up still more clearly in the results of testing
such a strongly anisotropic material as pines wood. The distribution
of the tensile strength characteristics of pine wood at various angles
a to the fibers is shown in Fig. 45. The test method and material were
described in detail in [22]. It follows from the figure that the great- /83
est scatter of the results happens with the direction of the force a-
long the fibers (a = 0 0 ) and the least, perpendicular to this (a=900).
In this case, ,just as for fiberglass plastic, the results correspond
quite closely to a linear change of the integral probability function,
especially at a=90 0
 and angles close to it [691.
A curve of change of the tensile strength of pine wood as a func-
tion of a was presented in Fig. 10 of X22]. This curve is steep near
a-0°, which results in significant scatter of the test results, with
f}ie direction of the force along the fibers and negligible error in
.ample orientation. The nearly horizontal section of the curve cor-
responds to angles a-75-90 0 for the wood. Therefore, at these angles,
even a substantial error in sample orientation does riot result in
scatter of the values of a..
Thus, one cause of significant scatter of the results of testing
anisotropic materials in the directions of Brea =st strength can be
Inexact matching of the sample axis with these directions.
In testing metals, the anisotropy of which is not as substantial,
nonuniformity of the properties of the material plays the haQ{ c part
In the scatter of the results. Different devrees of cold working at
70
various points of a rolled metal sheet can result in greater than
normal nonuniformity of the mechanical properties of the metal.
As a rule, testing of a large number of iden- /84
tical specimens is not required for a decision
s.f. x '/~~ ' a	 on the mechanical properties of a metal, because
of the relative uniformity of the characteristic
7s	 properties of a metal. Ho wever, this procedure
_	 can lead to errors associated with the nonuni-
`	 formity of rolled meta] in study of anisotropy.
E.I. Braynin [71] committed such an error in
0 30	 60 a so	 study of the strength anisotropy of cold rolled
08KF steel. He tested one or two samples
Fig. 46. Change of	 130x18x0.5 mm in size, at 7 different orienta-
ultimate strength	 tions (at angles a cf 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and
aB of rolled steel,	 90°), for four different states of the ateel 	 i
from data of Bray-	 and, in three cases, he obtained substantial
nin [71].	 disagreement of the experimental results withthe results of calculation by Ea. (49). The
Key:	 . k /mm2
	
greatest disagreement happened with steel, after
y '	 g	 cold rolling with 75% reduction (the curve of
change of a  vs. angle a (Fig. 46) had a maximum
at a=15 0 and a minimum at a=50°).	 i
A 250x260x0.5 mm sheet from 1
O l t '1	 the same batch of cold rolled
steel was given to E.I. Bray-
'_`	 ti` 1	 nin b,., the author of this word:
	
6c'	 to repeat his tests [72]. 	 In
	
11	 6C'	 order to test the degree of
uniformity of the material in
+-7	 the sheet and obtain reliable
	
0'r6 ­g 	 a	 average test data en a large
	
/85
N•
	:s`	 1	 y	 number of specimens, smaller
`^•` a	 s,6	 ''c	 dimensions were selected.
	
5	 ,,	 8ex5xO. 5 rnm samp les were cut ,
according to the layout shown
;I	 $A 1	
s	
^, E _y	 in Fig. 47.
0 ' ."	 -	 Samples cut perpendicular
° 'AYJ	 .to the rolling direction (a=90°)
from the left and from the right
^—	 parts of the sheet gave the same
average strengths, but samples
Fig. 47. Location of samples in steel cut parallel to the rolling direc-
sheet.	 tion displayed different strengths
derending on their location. in
Key: a. Rolling
	 the sheet. Specimens cut in the
middle of the sheet gave the high-
est strengths and those at the bottom, the lowest strength. In this
case, the difference in strengths of the samples cut from different places
in the sheet with the same orientation exceed the disagreements in
strength which were obtained for variously oriented specimens cut from
one part of the sheet.
71
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&..rrrp a Together, with the data of the author, strength
data obtained experimentally by E.I. Braynin are
presenter in Fig. h8 for comparison. The Bray-
nin data are much lower than the data of the
author along and across the ro111nF direction.
With a=0 0 , only two samples of 19 tested
displayed as low a strength. These were samples
No. 14 and 15, located in the lower part of the
sheet. There is some increase in strength at
angle a=15 1 to the rolling direction, compared
with the strength along the rolling direction
(at a=0 0 ) according to the test results of the
author but, on the average over the sheet, the
increase in stre.gth is only 1.3%, while the
difference in strength at a = 0 1 , which depends
only on the location of the sample, reaches 144.
Thus, -..e existence of a strength maximur.
at a = 1 ° is doubtful, and the strength values
obtained by raynin at a=15 0 , which are higher
than the strengths at a = 0 0 , can be explained by
nonun;formity of the material.
The curves presented in Fig. 48 were plot- /86
ted by tensorial Ea. (49), separately for dif-
ferent parts of the sheet and averaged over the
sheet. A:-. i'ar as can be de^ided from available
data, tensorial Eq. (49) correctly describes the
regularities of change in the strength of metals
a= a function of the angle between the direction
o:' the tensile force and the rolling direction.
;n other cases, the detection of regularities
not contained In Eq. (49) or (41) should thor-
oughly verify the scattier of the characteristics
of rolled metal determined, which are connected
with various degrees of its cold working in dif-
ferent Darts of a sheet.
ill
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Fig. 48. Change of
tensile strength aB
of steel vs. angle
a between sample
axis and rolling
direction. Curves
plotted by Eq. (49):
1. sheet average; 2.
upper part of sheet;
3. center; 4. lo•.,er;
average strength
values from datu of
author: o. in cen-
ter of sheet; •. in
lower part of sheet;
A. upper; A. middle;
x. experimental daLa
of E.I. Rraynin.
Key:	 a. kg/:nm`
To estimate fatigue utrength anisotropy, testing with uniform stress
and a symmetrical loading cycle, i.e., with t^ansverse `_ension-compres-
sion in pullers, should be recognized as the best. Yet, machines for
continuously variable bending tests are favorable distinguished by
greater simplicity of design and operation. Therefore, they are more
widely used.
The handing fatigue limit of metals usually is determined by
testing rotating cylinc:rical samples. The Fatigue limit thus obtained
extends to parts which work with %ariable bending, with a constant loca-
tion of the plane of action of the load with respect to the part. '_n
Itself, this is not ,justified e%en for an isotropic metal.
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Fig. 49. Fatigue diagram of
cold cured fiberglass cloth
plastic made of linen weave
cloth in PN-1 polyester res-
in, in pure bending along
weft of cloth (symmetrical
cycle): 1. by testing ro-
tating cylindrical samples
in NU machine; 2. by test-
ing flat samples in machine
of I.P. Boksberg; •. ex-
perimental results.
Key: a. kg/cm2
j.le. In comparing the results
with a flat fixed sample, the
important.
An explanation of the differences
in fatigue limit In pure bending, de-
termined on circular rotating and fixed
samples, is presented in [73]. In
testing a fixed cylindrical specimen
by an alternate upward and downward
vertical bending load, the maximum stress-
es occur only at the farthest points from
the neutral layer. If a specimen rotates
under a constant vertical load, in a
complete revolution all points of its
perimeter will experience the greatest
stresses in turn. The area of the ma-
terial covered by the maximum stresses
proves to be greater in a rotating sam-
ple than in a fixed sample and, cor-
respondingly, the fatigue limit should
be less.
For anisotropic sheet materials, it
is more convenient to conduct fatigue
testing on flat samples, with a contin-
uously variable bending moment in the
ver-.ical plane [74, 751. A fixed flat
sample of rectangular cross section
should give a lower bending fatigue limit
than a fixed sample of circular cross
section [73], since the area of exposure
to the maximum stresses of a flat sample
is greater than that of a circular sam-
of testing a rotating circular sample
ratio of the cross section dimensions is
Gc:npa.rative tests of anisotropic fiberglass plastic cloth with a
symmetrical cycle and pure bending were conducted on rotating cylindri-
cal and fixed flat samples [36]. The fatigue curves for these two
cases are shown in Fig. 49. The axes of all samples were along the
weft of the fiberglass cloth. Tests of circular cross section rotating
specimens 11 mm in diameter gave correlation line 1, which is loner than
fatigue curve 2 for a fixed 10 mm wide sample. The explanation of this
relationship is that the area of action of the maximum normal. stresses
in a rotating sample was approximately 1.5 times tYat of the fixed flat
sample in this case and, therefore, the fatigue limit turned out lower.
In testing fixed flat samples of laminated materials at a low stress
level, a tendency was noted for them to separate into layers, if the
layer-- are parallel to the neutral Jayev. It was pointed out in [75)
that, for laminated fiberglass plastic at low stress levels, failure
if the fiberglass cloth in the zone of greatest normal stresses prece^.;es
failure of the bir.,:er in layers parallel to the planes of the cloth.
This characteristic circu!-stance of static bending tests (see -S ection 9)
requires a cautious approach to the practical use of benuing fatir4ue
test results.
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Fig. 51. Fatigue
limit anisotropy
of fiberglass
plastics:
	
1. e-
poxy resin fiber-
glass plastic
[44]; 2. °N-3
polyester resin
fiberglass cloth
plastic [81]; 3.
cold cured PN-1
resin fiber lass
laminate [3^]; 4.
epoxyphenol bind-
er SVAM with 1:1
fiber ratio [38];
5. epoxy resin
fiberglass lami-
nate [761.
Key: a. kg/cm2
The two branehet of the fatigue diagram, which
are characteriLtic of bending tests of flat fiber-
glass plastic samples, can be considered schemat-
ically (in the first approximation) to correspond
to two forms of disruption of the fatigue strength
of a material: by failure of fiberglass cloth in
the zone of the greatest normal stresses, and by
the development of layer separation cracks in areas
parallel to the neutral layer. The first form of
	
/88
failure frequently corresponds to high and the
second, to low stress levels [75]. In testing
flat samples, the axes of which are at 45 0 to the
axes of symmetry of the material (the direction of
placement of the fiberglass reinforcing in SVAP),
failure at low stress .levels also was accompanied
by separation into layers along the binder layers[38]•
The fatigue curves of epoxy resin fiberglass
plastic with mutually perpendicular fiber stack-
ing, with axial tension-compression at various
angles to the fiber direction, are shown in Fig.
50 [44]. The angle between the axis of the sam-
ple and the direction of the glass fiber is In-
dicated on each curve. The strength of this
fiberglass plastic is the same in two mutually
perpendicular directions. Therefore, only four
sample orientations in the planes of the Me r
-glass plastic sheet were tested.
The fatigue strength anisotropy of some fiber-
glass plastics is presented in Fig. 51. The bend-
ing fatigue strength anisotropy of fiberglass
plastics is less pronounced (curves 2, 3 and 4)
than in continuously variable tension-compression
tests (curves 1 and 5).
A comparison of the anisotropy of fiberglass
plastic in static and continuously variable load-
ing along; the sample axis is shown in I"T. 52,
from the data of [44]. As is evident from the
figure, the fatigue strength anisotropy of fiber-
glass plastics in the same kind of test is ap-
proximately half the static strength anisotropy.
In [64], A.L. Bukh points out that the fatigue /89
strength anisotropy of rolled steel shows up more
strongly in a symmetrical cycle than in a variable
cycle. A.L. 3ukh considers the effect of nonrretal-
lic inclusions to be a basic cause of the aniso-
tropy of rolle(! steel properties. In this case,
the properties in the rolling direction scarcely
depend on the presence of nonmetallic inclusions
in the steel, but the mechanical properties in the-
transverse direction dec'-"erase with '_r.crease in im-
purities in the steel. The nonmetallic Inclas_on
a, 	 a
173 °	
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Fig. 50. Fatigue
diagram of fiber-
glass cloth
plas*,i c.
Key: a. kg/cm2
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Fig. 52. Fatigue limit
Q-1 (curve 1) and ulti-
mate strength aB (curve
2) anisotropy of epoxy-
phenol binder OVAM (1:1
fiber ratio) under axial
loading (symmetrical
cycle).
Key: a. kg/cm2
content affects the mechanical property
anisotropy of steel more strongly than the
degree of cold working. The effect of
large size brittle inclusions is especially
significant [641. As a result of the effect
of nonmetallic inclusions, the fatigue limit
anisotropy can prove to be still more sub-
stantial than the transverse waist aniso-
tropy in static failure.
In all cases, the inclusions, which
assume an elongated shape in the rolling
direction during rolling, act as stress
concentrators. As a result, their partic-
ularly great effect on the fatigue limit of
the metal is clear. The higher the degree
of cold working, the more elongated the
shape of the inclusions becomes and the
higher the stress concentration coefficient
due to them under tension perpendicular to
the rolling direction. With very small
inclusions, their effect is within the
limits of the natural scatter of the test
results.
The scatter of the fatigue limit of a
rolled metal can be extremely significant,
If the samples are cut from different parts
of the ingot [781. Nonunifornity of the
material affects its characteristics still	 /90
more in fatigue tests than in static tests.
The ar.isotrepy cf rolled sheets of
low alloy structural steel sometimes cannot
be discovered fror: static test results
which are conducted only on samples cut in
the rollin g- direction and perpendicular to
It. Thus, !n [771, it was shown that the
longitudinal and transverse yield stress,
tensile strength and relative elongation
of Frade ten steel were practically the
same, and that only relative waist ^) and
true tensile strength r  displayed anisotropy.
The fatigue limit of transverse samples-, deter,nitied by tension-cor..-
pression in a symmetrical cycle, proved to be 20-30% lower than that
of longitudinal samples for all materials studied [771. Unfortunate-
ly, there are no data on the results cf testing diagonal samples in
[771. In a numter of cases when all the longitudinal and transverse
mechanical properties, including the fatigue limit, were nearly the
same, testing of samples, the axis of which is at a 45 1 angle to these
directions, permits anisotropy to be discovered.
In continuously variable torsion tests of tubular nickel-chreme-
molybdenum steel samples, Khodorevskly found [78] that longitudinal and
transverse samples give nearly the sar..e fatigue limit, but that samples
75
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cut at an angle to the rolling direction give
a higher fatigue limit under torsion. 	 The
authors of [79] reached similar conclusions.
a Besides,	 they determined that t, , e fatigue
limit anisotropy of aluminum alloys and roll-
ed steel	 is	 less strongly exprerred in tor-
sion than in bending.
Fatigue limit	 curves of rolled aluminuun
alloy and rolled steel,	 plotted	 from the data
of [79],
	
are shown in Fig.	 53 and 54.	 The
results of determination of the fatigue limit
for three different sample orientation in the
o	 »	 Jr
	
.5
	 to	 ! Q^ so planes of a sheet of rolled metal are present-
Fig.	 53.	 Pending ed In this work:	 parallel	 to the rolling
(curve 1)	 and torsion direction	 (0 1 );	 perpendicular to it 	 (901);
(curve	 fatigue at	 a 45 1 angle to it.	 While	 fatigue limitni
limit anisotropy of a r,isctro	 in bendin g	ispy	 R	 appreciable, even
76S-T61 aluminum in comparing the first two orientations,	 on2Nthe third orientation permits anisotrrT-y to
alloy. be established in torsion.
Key:	 a.	 kg/cm With a O.EB ratio of fatigue limits Q
-1
across and along the roll, the ratio of crn3s
6 ': ' —^ I section waist	 ^	 in the same directions was
,,^;^^ I 0.34	 for the most	 anisotropic batch of sam-
a
I
I
re 0j.0J.
	 For another,	 slightly	 anisotropic
batch	 where the transverse waist was almost
the same across and alon g the roll	 4 ratio
was	 0.92),	 transverse	 fatigue	 limit	 a
i
0.84 of the value of longitudinal 0_ 1 .	 Thus,	 192
the a_ l and y characteristics are connected
iwith each other, but	 are by no means directly
proportinnal to each other.
-- ---	 - —	 - The	 value of transverse samples is
proposed	 In	 [60] as an indicator for approxi-•
rate decision on the anisotropy cf rolled
^ metals.	 TL	 should be noted that the aniso-
^ V., tropy of steel cannot be decided from
o	 a ,ro measured only	 ,n longitudinal and transverse
sa,-.ples.	 :t	 is	 likely	 that	 information on	 an!-
Fig.	 54.	 Bending	 (a-_1) which can be obtained fror.. true tensileg
sctropy
e 	
will be	 faulty,	 if it is determined
and torsion	 (t-1)	 fa only longitudinally and transversely at was
tigue	 limit	 aniso- proposed in	 [77].
trc nv of rolled steel.
•	 The results o" study of the anisr.l-ropy
Key: a. kg/cm`	 of the damping properties and fatigue limit.
3 :t was • cinted out in [fc , that the fatt.• ue 11mit anisotrop y (^ f rp
can Ut decided approximately fror.: true tensile strength F k , if Sk 15
ir. three directions:	 longitudinal, transverse atA cl'irnnnl.
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Fig. 55. Anisotropy of
damping properties of
fiberglass cloth plas-
tic in bending: ^. co-
efficient of energy ab-
sorption during vibra-
tion; a. angle between
warp of cloth and sam-
ple axis (see Fig. 56).
of a fiberglass plastic made of satin weave
ASTT (b)-S fiberglass cloth in PN-3 polyester
resin are presented in [81]. Energy ab-
sorption coefficient ^, which is approximately
double the logarithmic decrement of vibration
damping, was determined experimentally. The
tests were conducted on freely suspended flat
specimens with the natural bending vibrations.
A graph of energy absorption coefficient
vs. angle between the sample axis and the
fi t,erglacs cloth warp fiber direction, plot-
ted from the data of '81], is presented in
Fig. 55. Data on the anisotropy of this
fiberglass plastic, obtained by testing large
flat samples, are presented in Table 15. Frer-
gy absorption factor a is compared to the ra-
tic of energy dissipated in the vibration.
V
TABLE 7-5. ANISOTROPY OF PN-3 F T_BERGLASS CLOTH PLAS77IC
7 1)
C.
C
a^
 I 0.0% 1.}4 700
45 0.150 0,77 275
90 0.120 0,96 1	 :,00
Key: a. Angle with warp direction a, degrees
ib. Coefficient of energy absorption (02
c. Modulus of elasticity E•10 5 , kg/cm
d. Fatigue limit o_ 1 , kg/cr^2
._^ ► 	 period to the greatest po-a.,F.
	
	
tential energy of the cycle.
a°
The orientation of the
samples which correspond to
the tests of [ p ll presented
in Fig. 55 is shown in FiQ.
Fig. 56. Sample position in determi- 	 56. "s should be expectec,
nation of damping property anisotropy	 the damping properties o'' the
of fiberglass pla°`.i-. 	 fftE.,glass plastic are
greatest, in the case of fa^ces
Key: a. 'Harp of cloth
	
acting in the direction of the
lowest elastic and stren6th
chavacterisLics. The damping property anisot ropy is so high thLt the
resonance vibration amplitude can be changed 1.5-1.7 fold, only by
changing the angle between the sample axis and the fiberglass cloth
warp direction.
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CHAPTER 4. ANISOTROrY IN MACHINE FARTS AND STRUCTURES
12. Strain Measurement Characteristics
The experimental study of deformation of working machine parts and	 /93
structures for the purpose of investigation of strain is called strain
measurement. Strain measurement usually is resorted to in those cases
when theoretical determination of stresses is imp ossible, or when the
degree of correspondence of theoretical forr.1as to reality must be
verified.
The principal stresses at danger points are calculated from the
results of strain measurements on isotropic materials. In the event
the strength of parts made of an isotropic material is studied, calcula-
tion of t he principal stresses is not necessary. Testing strengths
under two dimensional e:ress requires determinaticn of the stresses a-
long the areas of symmetry of the material (see Chapter 2). If the
direction of the axes of symmetry of the material is known beforehand,
this task is significantly simplified.
The location of the axes of symmetry of an orthctropic material in
a part can be determined by various methods. Sometimes, it is pre-
determined with great accuracy ty the production technology as, for
example, in rolled metal sheet: the roiling direction q uite accurately
defines the location of one axis of symmetry of all mechanical proper-
ties of the metal.
In parts made of fiberglass plastics, especially when they are hot
molded, the direction. of the glass fiber (and, consequently, she axes
of elastic symmetry) can deviate quite strongly from the assumed direc-
tion. This is explained by errors in the technclegical process. Cut-
ting, impregnation and luying the cloth in the mold can involve mis-
alignment, and molding a part of complex configuration can involve
disturbance of the arrangement of the layers. A11 these technological
process errors have the result that the actual glass fiber arrangement
is unknown in a finished part.
The actual direction of primary orientation of the glass fiber and,
consequently, the location of the axes of elastic symmetry in the or-
thogonal stacking of fibers can be found by means of ultrasound [S31.
For this, a circle of arbitrary radius is drawn cn the finished part 	 /0
(Fig. 57). The ultrasonic wave is passed through two diametrically
opposite paints 1 and 2. The time in wt:ich the wave covers the dis-
tance between the mark points is recorJed by the instrument and, from
the known distance between the points (it is the diameter of the cir-
cle), the velocity of the ultrasound is determined. The wave traverser
the x axis of greatest rigidity of the material, wl-.ich coincides with
the pi_mary crient.ation of the fibers or with the direction of the warp
in fiberglass plastic cloth, most rapidly. Therefore, by measuring the
velocity cf the ware in several directions, the ax.'_s of greatest rigid-
ity, i.e., the axis of elastic symmetry of the material can easily be
determined.
Wire sensors (electric strain Fauges), r.hich are convenient in
study of stress in parts rude cf anisotropic mater-g als, are t'ie most
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widespread. Three sensor rosettes are used for stress determination.
Two sensors of the rosette are cemented along the axes of symmetry of
the material and the third, at a 45 0
 angle to the first two.
Stresses acting on areas of elastic symmetry can be determined by
solving Eq. (7) for stress, with aL=T`x=TyZ=O:
E. ( Fr ' NYsFY)
F Pyr
E. ( E , l N • ^er)	 ( 8 )
I — PXtPkr^
t,^ = G,111,1Y.
i the general case, both normal stresses a x and a y and tangential
stresses T xy act along areas perpendicular to the axes of symmetry cf
the material. Therefore, for strain measurement, a three sensor rosette
is used. Two sensors, cemented strictly along the x and y axes of sym-
metry, are used to determine the relative_ longitudinal. deformations Ex
and E y , and one sensor, cemented at a 45 1 angle to the first twc on the /05
same part, is used to calculate angle of displacement Yxy . The follow-
ing formula is used here, which was obuained from geometric considera-
tions:
Yxy=2EL5-EX-Ey,	 (8Q)
wiiere s x , E y and E45 are the relative longitudinal deformations along
the x and y axes of elastic symmetry and at a 45 0
 angle to them (Fig.
57).
It should be noted that deviation of
the sensor axes from the axes of elastic
symmetry of the material can result in sub-
stantial errors. Ea. (88) then is unusable,
and it should be replaced by the more cer.-
plex formulas presented in [831. The sim-
plest and least erroneous s*_ra'Ln measurement
of anisotropic materials is carried out by
me°_ns of a three sensor rosette, In the
event of coincidence of the axes of the
rosette with the axes of symr.:etry of the
material.
Unlapped sensors should be preferred
in strain measurment of parts made of aniso-
tropic material:, since the effect of the
loops can introduce significant errors to
the results in small base measurements,
especially in certain stresses. This is
^"	 may: • \
I	 _ ^^	 ttss '
	
{
I	 `
Fig. 57. Wire sensor
rosette on surface of part
Of orthotropic material:
x and y. axes of symmetry
r 'Iterial.
7P
Ir
If
i
because the coefficients of transverse deformation of anisotropic ma-
terials differ in different directions. Therefor-!, the effect of the
loops will differ for the three sensors of one rosEtte.
The features of strain gauge determination of stresses in parts
made of anisotropic materials can serve as an example of the practical
application -, f the theoretical considerations of the first chapter in
engineering practice. Strain gauge determination of stresses in an
anisotropic material, performed without taking account of the character-
istics discussed, can prove to be erroneous.
13. Effect of Anisotropy on Machine Part StrenELli
Since the time of publication of the classical works of D.K.
Chernov, it has been known that macroscopic anisotropy of the mechanical
properties of metals is observed. It is the result of oriented arrange-
ment of heterogeneous components of the metal [10].
In senior practical physical metallurgy courses [21], recommendations
have been forr:ulated for the design of parts made of anisotropic metals.
It is not recommended that load carrying parts made of such metals be
made by cutting. The shape of the parts should be such that the fiber
direction follows the load direction [21], i.e., the fibers of the fabric
should not be cut during manufacture. These recommendations are widely
utilized in pressure working of such standard machine parts as gears, 	 1'96
crankshafts and the like.
Cases also are known [10] when, for example, a stamping tool (knives
for cutting out cylindrical intermediate ;products ana di p s; failed, be-
cause it was improperly made of an anisotropic metal.
In pressure working, the metal fibers shou16 be s^c se that no ten-
sile stresses act across the fifers and no tangential stresse act on
areas parallel to the fibers. The areas rarallel to the fibers are the
weakest in a rolled metal. If possible, they must be positioned so
that there are no stresses along these areas or, at least, there are
only compressive stresses. A similar, but considerably more extreme
;henomenon occurs in wood. Tensile and shearing stresses along areas
parallel to the fibers are a great danger to wood and cause its brittle
failure. This limits the use of wood as a structural material. Ar.iso-
tropic rolled metal behaves the sarie way. With tensile and shearing
stresses along areas parallel to the fibers, failure can be brittle,
even for soft steel, since it occurs along weak interlayers of non-
metallic inclusions and is aggravated by stress concentrations near 	 /97
these layers. An analysis of stamping tool failure wes carried out in
[1 0], which showed that, with improper fiber placement, failure of tre
metal occurs by breaking off, without macroscopic indications of Flas-
tic deformation.
Failure of a stamping tool with incorrect fiber placement is shown,
and a diagram of correct placement of the firers in dies and cutters
is given in Fig. 58 and 59 [10]. "'he direction of the fore--s is shown
by arrows. P l acement of the fibers along the axis of the die (Firms.
58 a) is the most dangerous case, in which "splitting" cf the die oc-
curs along areas parallel to the fibers,	 -Tn litting of
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LUm d UP r^.•ws^
..uCJI
ij^  ab
c	 -
5
^M
r
a
a ='^
b	 Ik
g Noxu
Fig. 58. Failure of shearing dies,
cutters and stamping dies with in-
correct fiber arrangement (a and b)
and diagrams of correct fiber
arrangement (c).
e
A
Fig. 59. Failure of
with incorrect fiber
and b) and diagram of
arrangement (c).
.1
Key: d. ;tamping die
e. :hearing die
f. Cutter
g. Cutters
wood with axes.
Thus, placement of the fitters
according to the configuration of
the part turns out to be insuf-
ficient. In working, metal fibers
should be matched with the paths
of the principal tensile stresses,
,just like the reinforcing in re-
inforced concrete. Some recom-
mendations presented in [10] are
reproduced in Fig. 60.
It should be noted that -.oll-
ing a metal in two mutually per-
ndicular directions does not
liminate its anisotropy.
The production of a sheet
isotropic metal by pressure work-
ing possibly could succeed, if it
is rolled In at least three direc-
tions at 60 1 angles from each
other (see Section 1), but this
method requires additional ex-
perimental study.
In study of tr- anisotropy
of a metal, experimental study of
all orientations of the forces is
not needed. The formulas present-
ed in Section E are sufficiently
simple for practical use [42],
and they permit experimental de-
termination of the mechanical
property characteristics in only
the longitudinal, transverse and
diagonal directions in each plane
of symmetry of the material (Sec-
t{on 1).
slot cutters
	
It should be noted, that with /98
arrangement (a	 the same kind of mathematical re-
correct fiber	 lationships, the form of the curves
which define the resistance of
materials to normal and tangential
Key: d. Cutter	 stresses is completely different.
e. Breakaway line	 The diagonal fre q uently corresponds
to the greatest shearing strength
but the least tensile strength. While the strength characteristics
along and across the fibers (or the roll) differ little from each other,
as a rule, the diagonal corresponds to extreme strengths: the maximum
shearing strength and the minimum tens'_le strength. This rule was con-
firmed in fatigue testing of metals.
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IaQ^	 ed1	 With increase in the degree of
anisotropy of a material, i.e.,
p	 _______	 differences between the longitudinal
and transverse strengths the ex-
treme %clues correspond with the
diagonal but, as before, the re-
sistance to normal stresses is at
a minimum, and the resistance to
tangential stresses is at a maximum.
With a very high degree of aniso-
tropy, the extreme corresponds with
the longitudinal or transverse di-
rections.
Mathematical relationships
(see Sections 5 and b) permit easy
determinaticn of the direction of
least or greatest strength of an
anisotropic material, in distinc-
tion from the purely empirical
approach to the question, which
does not riake this possible. In
this case, the same or nearly the
same longitudinal and transverse
strength characteristics still are
not indicators of the isotropy of
a material. its strength in any
other direction (for example, di-
reduced.
bs
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Fig. b0. Recommended fiber ar-
rangement in metal parts: a and
b. in ,imple compression and ten-
sion; c. in torsion; d. in re-
versed torsion; e and f. in bend-
ing; g. in reversed bending;
h. in pipe under internal pres-
sure.
agonal) can prove to be considerably
It follows from Eq. (4 q ) that the extreme ultimate strength 0B
corresponds to the extreme value of the denominator on the right side
of the equation. By making the first derivative of this denominator
equal t o zero, from angle a, we obtain the following condition of the
extreme a B :
Cl"I a sin a	 h ,in 2a cos °a ; c y in' a cos a.	 (901,
In particular, '.t follows from this that, to reach extreme values
of a  on the diagonal (a = 45 0 ), where sin 3acosa = cos 3asina = l/ 4 , and
sin2acos2a = 0, it is necessary that c = 1, i.e., J B =0 40 . In other words,
if any characteristic of an orthotropic sheet material has the same
longitudinal and transverse values, this means that the greatest or
least value of this characteristic will occur diagonally.
With a=60°, equality (90) can be satisfied withQ 4 ^ = 0 q0 . Similarly,
with a=_10 1 , the maximum or minimum can occur if 00=045.
In producing weund .fiberglass plast.e products, nonorthogonal Tiber
placement .'requently is used (see 'rig. 2). In tnis case. Tf it is
assumed that the maximum strength occurs in the primary fibe, placement
direction, i.e., along the x' 1 axis, the approximate value of a. 15 can
be calculated and, in this case, it is sufficient to determine the
strengths experimentally along the x 1 and x 2 axes of symmetry of the
material, i.e., a 0 and 
coo 
(see Fig. 2).
We assume that the strength of a nonorthogonal fiberglass plastic
changes according to tensorial Eq. (49), depending on angle a between
the x  axis and the direction of the tensile stress. Then, the maximum
strength occurs with a =y and, consequently, the zero value of the first
derivative of the strength a B according to angle a. After simple cal-
culations, we obtain
_	 4 (! — tq = y)
3 — te 2 y _1_ 1 — 3 t^' ;
In this case, the strength criterion can be utilized without ex-
perimental determination of strength 045 at an angle of 45 0 to the
axes of symmetry of the material.
It must be noted that the value of a 45 calculated by this equation /100
proved to be quite close to the value of a 45 determined directly from
testing flat samples. The tensile strength ani3otropy from test re-
sults was somewhat more pronounced than from the calculated data.
Eq. (4Q) was used in [81] to describe the anisotropy of the vibra-
tional cnaracterist.ics of fiberglass plastics. Based on this foi,mula,
the optimum reinforcing angle, at which the damping p roperties of the
fiberglass plastic are at a maximum, is determined. The question is of
practical importance in selecting the reinforcing ang l e which ensures
the least noise emission of fiberglass plastic ship hulls.
Frimarily cold cured fiberglass plastic is used in ship hulls, in
connection with its purely technological advantages for the production
of lane items. Hot molded fiberglass parts, which ensure higher me-
chanical property characteristics of the Taterial, are used more often
in machine building.
Analysis of the structure of material in parts of complex configura-
tions produced by hot molding shows that the fiber arrangement detcrmincd
by the designer actually cannot be ensured in the finished product.
This can significantly reduce the strength of the par t., although its
external appearance and dimensions correspond to t h- drawing.
The causes of disruption of the structure of the material are as-
sociated primarily with creep of the layers of fiberglass cloth, tape
or veneer during molding of the item. This phenomenon is character-
istic of items of complex shape (ship propeller blades, compressor and
turbine blades), which are subjected to pressure during molding, which
does not act perpendicular to their curvilinear surfaces. The strength
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of such items can frequently be increased without change in properties
of the binder or reinforcing, only by a technology which ensures the
proper structure of the material and the use of nondestructive methods
of monitoring the structure of the item.
In fiberglass ;Mastic hulls, the use of parallel deck and bottom
reinforcing schemes and parallel-diagonal reinforcing of the sides,
which reduce shearing deformations, is considered the optimum [81, 291.
Star stacking of the reinforcing fibers (or fiberglass cloth layers)
is expedient, in the event of a need to decrease the stress concentra-
tion. This is particularly important in large fiberglass plastic struc-
tures.
The coefficient of tensile stress concentration along the axis of
greatest rigidity is the larger, the more pronounced the elastic aniso-
tropy. Star stacking of reinforcing elements can be done with an iso
tropic material near the place of stress concentration, with reduction
in the concentration coefficient.
Use of Strength Criteria for Calculation of Pipe Wall Thickness
Fiberglass plastic pipe has been widely used recently in various
branches of the national economy. Such pipe usually is produced by
winding glass tape or glass roving on a mandrel. As a result of
lengthwise-crosswise or cross bias winding, orthogonal or noricrthogonal
laid fiberglass plastic is formed, with the axes of symmetry, as a rule
coincident with the cylinder generatrix, pipe cross section radius and
tangent to the cross section circumference.
We consider a pipe subjected to internal
pressure. 't can be considered that two di-
6	 mensional stress develops in the walls of such
^a.	 a pipe, with the principal stresses Q 1 and o,
-	
5	
along the areas of symmetry of the material15,	
'	 ( Fig. 61) .
These stresses are determined by the
Fig. 61. Cirections 	 formulas
of principal stresses	 p,	 it
in wall of pine under 	 —^	 °^ _ -?
internal pressure.
where p is the internal pressure; r is the pipe radius; 6 is the wall
thickness.
As is known, stress a, acts along areas perFendicular to the axis
of the pipe, i.e., in the directions of the axis of symmetry of the
material.
We designate the axis of the pip-c, i.e., the axis of symmetry of
the material, by the letter y. Then, for the probler, under considera-
/101
tion (Table 7), the stress tensor will have the following form:
0,	 I 0 0
0	 I 0, ,	 0
0	 I 0 10
At each point, the x axis passes along the tangent to t' , P circum-
ference of the pipe and the z axis along its radius.
We assume that we know the following strength characteristics of
the pipe material:
Qqo is the tensile strength along the y axis, i.e., along the
axis of the pipe;
a 0
 is the tensile strength on the tangent, i.e., along the 	 '102
x axis of symmetry of the material;
J45 
is the 1-ensile strength at an angle of 45 0
 to the x and
y ax s;  
T, is the shearing strength, in which the tangential stresses
act along areas perpendicular to the x and y axes.
We calculate the pipe wall thickness d which corresponds to a
hazardous state of the material. We use the strength criteria obtained
in Section-, 5 and E for this.
Initially, we substitute the stress values in the quadratic strength
criterion, i e., in Eq. (35)
n^	 n;	 q	 1	 I	 I^ 1
rt.3	 RQ	 17a0	 TO
From this formula, it hap~ens that fa111 . ire occur-; a,
I
s _ 2	 (92)
"is	 Ts
By substituting the values of stress 0 2 , we obtain the value of d,
which the pipe fails due to internal pressure p. It is evident
ttiat, after selecting valid strength safety factors k, pipe wall thick-
ness b at which pressure E is safe can be calculated:
t`
b - 2 v^8a' — 2d' — c' ;- 2 .
(93)
where a = o 0 /v 45 , d-o 0 /T 0 , c = o 0 /a 90 (see pp. 2'-28 for notation).
For the same purpose, we now use the fourth power criterion (see
Section 6) and, from Eq. (66), we obtain
of	 4
^- rt a. 11
no	 ^o"	 ^^+	 Qe	 rtro	 Te
(94)
- 1 C1 + a: - rt;Oj.
The following condition of failure of the pipe is obtained from
this formula:
r	 1	 (95)
ns 	 ^e,r	 ^^^	 Te
The corresponding safe pipe wall thickness is 	 "103
b^ °' k
 l8a—^1—c L _'i.	 (96)2 1 7a@
A similar calculation procedure can be used to determine the wail
thickness of thin walled vessels and casiries exposed to internal or
external hydrostatic pressure. ':he active stresses can be determined
with the anisotropic elastic properties of the material taken into ac-
count or, in the first approximation, as for isotropic materials. The
use of the strength criteria proposed in Sections 5 and 6 is particular-
ly convenient in these cases, since the stress is characterized by two
principal stresses of the same sign. if principal tensile stresses
are involved, determination can be limited to the tensile strength of
the material without determinaticn of the compressive strength.
F.F. Fekker experimentally tested the applicability of strength
criteria in the form of fourth power polynomial (94), to estimate the
destructive internal axisymmetric pressure of fiberglass plastic pipe.
Two series of pipes, each 150 cm long, were tested. One series, with
lengthwise-crosswise orthogonal laid glass roving, had an average
diameter of 53 mm and a wall thickness of approximately 3 mm. The
secc;nd series, with nonorthogonal cros_ laid fiberglass clCth tape, had
an average diameter of 52 mm and a 2.P mm wall thickness.
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All the Initial characteristics of the material and the destructive
pressure were determines: on samples cut from each pipe, and they were
averaged for the pipe batch, with statistical evaluation of the test
results and with the effect of the sample width on 0 0 and 0 45 taken into
account. To determine T C , torsion and shearing tests and the indirect
method proposed in [36] were used.
The torsion test gave understated results, especially for the second
series of pipe, the outer layer of which consisted of lengthwise roving.
The maximum tangential stresses under torsion, tl ,':^no areas parallel to
the pipe axis, were taken up by the birder alone in this case, which
explained the understated destructive torque. Shearing tests, with
their great complexity, do not make it possible to achieve pure shear-
ing stress [36], and they lead to overstated values of T 0 . Therefore,
the indirect method of determination of r 0 , based on plotting limit
curves from the known values of c 0 , 0 45 and c c ,, were used in the
work.
Determination of strength T O from the results of tensile tests of
three kinds of samples, which were oriented differently toward the axes /104
of symmetry of the material, was described '_n Section 14 of [36]. The
Indirect. method of determination of pure shear i ng strength T O permits
the number of experimentally determined strength characteristics of the
material included in the strength criteria to be reduced to three, in
the special case of pipe calculation of the effect of two dimensional
stress in elements of the material. Estimation of the destructive pres-
sure from the results of simple tests of three kinds of samples cut
from the pipe is of great practical impertance.
The results of the experiments of F.P. Pekker are presented in
Tables 16 and 17. The maximum high and low values, at the C.95 con-
fidence level, were determined in these tables by the formula 7+2S
(X is the arithmetical average of the determined value and S is its
root mean deviation).
Comparison of the destructive internal pressure obtained in these 	 /1 05
tests with its value calculated by the fourth power polynomial strength
criterion show completely satisfactory agreement.
It follows from the fourth po!.,er polynomial strength criterion that
yy	 f 	 J	 L	 J	 1 1	 b   	 y.,	 4	 Jtha strength VL an ai11JVL1 V^.J1L lLa.. C1161 can b e comp l e t e ly  l.11Qral. liel lLCU
b a fourth order tensor. It follows from this that the rotation formu-
1af'-ed on p. 17, which permit establishment of a calculation scheme for
tho elastic property anisotropy of a material, is classified as strength
characteristics. Only that material can be considered isotropic in
strength under any kind of loading, for which, in this type of loading
4111	 n(0)	 rtID^	 QI111	 n'!'1"'I^ 	 Jy 	 yj	 %^,
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7TABLE 16. TUBE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
1
nprar w npOV"OCT" a rC/fMs
8	 flo rlrrrnr —L_^
—	 — -- 
els
I	 elie	 I
e.s	
I
Ts
C	 1 P y6b1 T ►.3HCPNe
d r1pr1C.1b140e 143011AMUCe VfagMfe
C	 Hrp001TNOCT610 0.95 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . i61 2248 19;2 946
e ere.lNec	 pntmeTm4ecknc	 . 3108 1855 1775 7618
£ R?r1C.161,Oe PaHMCN6Wee 1Na'1r11 Nr
C Pr^r11THN-rh10 0.95 2552 f	 1462 1598 694
F
	
I p ) 6w 11( C1'T0PWC
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C krrCaTVUCTb10 0,95 %N 3013	 ^ 2610 1149
e CpelHce apwt ,%-"w4eckoe 4667 3W I 2322 9A
^• (1pc,3e.,bNoe
	
IIaN • ICNI•Illre	 llla'1cNlle
r nepr aTHOCrblo 0.95 3729 2'147 203{ 876
Key: a. Characteristic 2
b. Strength, kg cm.
c. Cloth tubing
d. Maximum value with
0.95 probability
e. Arithmetical average
value
f. Minimum value with
0.95 probability
g. Roving tubing
TABLE 17. CESTRUCTIVE INTERNAL PRESSURE (ATM)
1	 fin as.,,w
,d	 flo^urTrnr	 flo pope>ne IW)	 y ..cnrp^^r^n•
c Tp^4b1 T^aNeerle
	
Ore1lAt40C 11dNRq .1 f: fCT lHa4eNN! 
i	
311
	 J	 `{20HepO11TNOCTb10 0,75 v
	
II	 :NS
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npce.1 ►Noe Harmelf6mee 1Ha4h:N: 	 256	 •'70
	
? Pc;x a T^ ^ 1-Tbfo 0.95
	 I	 •''''0
g T 11 bu +.	 1crue
	
11relrAb ►lOe• I4311 60MAU" 1Ha4! ►nlr I	 416
PrrONVIOCTV0 0.95 d
	
----	 --- 
-I	
:07
	
CrldNCt f NyMlrTH4lCKO! 11.f gCN11! I	 v1^3	 415
	
- --	 --- -	
392
	
I	 -W
	
i 1prar- 11AD! ILIN • 'rM 6CIe! Hi.141'N 11! I 	 A.S3
	
; IUWT ,1 :Tf.a 0.95	 f
Key:	 a.
b,
C.
d.
e.
Characteristic
By Ea. (94)
Cloth tubing
Maximum value with
0.95 probability
Arithmetical average
value
f. Minimum value with
0.95 probability
g. Roving tubing
h. Experimental data
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The requirement T xy (0). T yz (0). T Zx (0) is less significant, and it is
more difficult to test experimentally, because of the difficulties of
testing a sample of anisotropic material to failure ender uniform pure
shearing stress conditions. liere, as before, a x (0), ay(0), 0,(0) are the
strengths under uniaxial stress, with the principal stress coincident
with the axes of structural symmetry of the material, and
a xy (45) , Uyz (45) and a zX (45) are the strengths under uniaxial stress,
with the principal stress coincident with directions ir the planes of
structural symmetry of the material FA 4 5 0 angles to the axes of sym-
metry, and T xy (0) , T„ X (0) and T zX (0) are the shearing strengths along
Y
areas parallel to the planes of symmetry of the material.
Establishment of the calculation scheme of anisotropy of a material
and experimental determination of the complete set of its strength	 /106
characteristics is of great practical importance, since it permits an
increase in carrying capacity of a structure, by means of the correct
use of an anisotropic material. References to examples of this kind
are presented in [88], where methods of monitoring and regulating
anisotropy in metals also are described.
It must be noted in corIclusion that, at present, scient'.fic data
still have not been obtained for constructing a physically valid theory
of the strength of anisotropic materials, and methods of determinaticn
of the actual strength characteristics of a material also have not been
found. Phenomenological strength criteria ur e3er —complex stresses and
determination of the material constants included in them, known to be
Jnaccurate methods of mechanical testing of sar'-les, are the first
aprroximation in the solution of these proble^-.s, as appliAd r o ltcrr^
made of anisotropic materials.
Strenf,th c.,-It , r• ia of anisotropic materials still are r:r_t sufficient-
ly widely used in engineering practice, and rata still have not been
accumulated on the performan--e of structures calcula`.ed by these cri-
teria. The question of substantiated selection of strength safety
factors has not been worked cut to the proper extent, and the very
method of experimental determination of strength characteristics of
anisotropic materials is still the subject of crntrrversy. In nldl -
tion to that., the development of modern technology makes urgent
:.ne consideration of the broadest as,ects of the questions raised here.
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